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Abstract� This paper presents a new approach to study unreliable failure detectors� It uses the iterated
immediate snapshot model �IIS to capture the precise amount of synchrony achievable by a failure detector�
The IIS model is a round�based model consisting of one�shot objects that provide processes with a single
operation to atomically write and snapshot the shared memory� In a wait�free asynchronous manner� pro�
cesses access a prede�ned sequence of one�shot immediate snapshot objects� This model is equivalent �for
wait�free task solvability to the usual read�write shared memory model� but its runs are more structured
and easier to analyze� It has already been instrumental in other works�

The paper studies three known failure detector classes f�Sxg��x�n� f�zg��z�n� and f��yg��y�n� via
the IIS model �x� y or z are parameters that specify the scope of the corresponding failure detector class�
It identi�es restrictions of the IIS model that characterize the power of each of these classes� These restric�
tions are captured as additional properties that the underlying immediate snapshot objects have to satisfy�
in essence� obtaining a subset of IIS runs� For each failure detector class C� it is shown that the basic
read�write model enriched with C and a restricted IIS model have the same computational power for wait�
free solvable tasks� Immediate applications of these results are new lower bound proofs for k�set agreement
in asynchronous systems enriched with a failure detector of each one of these classes� The proofs are simple�
using novel distributed simulations� and shed light both to the IIS model and to the nature of the failure
detectors�

Key�words� Asynchronous system� Atomic read�write registers� Distributed algorithm� Distributed Com�
putability� Failure detectors� Fault�tolerance� Immediate snapshot� Process crash� Round�based computation�
Shared memory� Snapshot operation�
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Les d�etecteurs de fautes sont des ordonnanceurs

R�esum�e � Ce rapport �etudie les d�etecteurs de fautes �a l�aide du mod�ele IIS �Iterated Immediate Snapshot
model� Il montre que les d�etecteurs de fautes sont en fait des ordonnanceurs�

Mots cl�es � Syst�eme asynchrone� registre atomique� algorithme distribu�e� calculabilit�e distribu�ee�
d�etecteur de fautes� instantan�e atomique� crash de processus� mod�ele de calcul fond�e sur les rondes� m�emoire
partag�ee� algorithme sans attente�



� Introduction

Consider an asynchronous distributed system of n processes where any number of them can fail by crashing�
communicating via standard read�write shared memory �a similar discussion holds for message passing� and
solving some task in a wait�free manner� When solving a task� such as consensus� processes start with private
input values� and must decide on output values� that satisfy the task�s speci�cation� The most famous task
is consensus ����� More generally� in the k�set agreement task ����� processes must agree on at most k of their
input values� However� k�set agreement is not solvable in such an asynchronous system even for k � n� �
��� ��� ����

Failure detectors Given the previous impossibility results� researchers have considered various ways of
enriching the system� in particular� with a failure detector ��	�� that is� a distributed oracle that provides
each process with hints on process failures� The oracle controls a local variable at each process pi� that can
be read but not modi�ed by the processes� According to the type and the quality of the hints� several classes
of failure detectors can be de�ned� The di�culty of the problems that can be solved in a distributed system
can be measured as a function of the quality of the information on failures provided by the underlying failure
detector� For example� a failure detector of the class � ���� controls a local variable leaderi at each pi�
such that eventually all these variables are equal to the identity of some correct process� The information
provided by such a failure detector is su�cient to solve consensus ����� and hence to solve any task �����
More generally� in an �z failure detector ����� eventually the leaderi variables of all correct processes are
equal to a set L of process identi�ers� jLj � z� that includes the identi�er of a correct process� In this case
z�set agreement can be solved� but not �z � ��set agreement �����

It is clear from the previous discussion that the addition of a failure detector such as �z is restricting
the asynchrony of the system� But in what way� As z goes from n to �� we go from a purely asynchronous
system to a synchronous system� How should we characterize the synchrony that we get for each value of
z� Moreover� other failure detectors also restrict the asynchrony of the system� Consider �Sx and ��y�
The failure detector class �Sx ���� �
� ��� is a simple generalization of the class �S introduced in ��	� ��Sn
is �S� Informally� the variable trustedi provided by a failure detector of the class �Sx contains the
identities of the processes that are believed to be currently alive� A failure detector of the class ��y ����
outputs at each process pi an integer nbci that estimates the number of processes that have crashed�

It is known that �Sx� �z and ��y� have the same power as far as solving the set agreement problem�
however� they are not equivalent ����� For example� while it is possible to build a failure detector of the class
�z from a failure detector of the class �Sx i� x � z � t � � �where t is an upper bound on the number of
processes that may crash� it is impossible to build a failure detector of the class �Sx from a failure detector
of the class �z for � � x� z � t� Reductions among the other classes are studied in detail in ����� Thus� while
�Sx� �z and ��y restrict the synchrony of the system� it appears that they don�t do it in the same way�

The iterated immediate snapshot model Designing correct distributed algorithms� as well as proving
impossibility results� is a di�cult task� that is complicated by the wide spectrum of models that arise when
considering the synchrony� the type and number of failures� and the communication means available in the
system� Thus� as noticed in �
��

�Identifying high level constructs is essential for advancing the art of distributed algorithms �

In the basic shared memory model there is a shared array with one entry per process� such that each process
can read any entry of the array� but can write only to the entry of the array it is associated with� The �rst
fundamental step in the identi�cation of high level constructs that can be built on top of this basic shared
memory model has been the introduction of the snapshot� operation ���� that allows a process to read the
shared array in a single atomic step� Such an operation simpli�es the design of algorithms�

A next step has been the de�nition of the immediate snapshot shared memory abstraction �
�� Here the
shared array is encapsulated in an object called immediate snapshot� that is accessed by the processes with
an operation denoted write snapshot�� That operation writes the value provided by the invoking process
and returns to it a snapshot of the shared array� as encapsulated by the object� Concurrent write snapshot�
invocations write their values concurrently� and return the same snapshot of the array� The immediate
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atomic snapshot model has been useful not only to prove fundamental impossibility results such as the ones
�!� �� ���� but also to design simple and elegant wait�free algorithms �
��

The de�nition of the IIS model� an Iterated version of the Immediate Snapshot shared memory abstrac�
tion ���� was the next step� In the IIS model� the processes proceed in consecutive asynchronous rounds�
and at each round� a new immediate snapshot object is used� While in the immediate snapshot model� the
shared memory consists in a single immediate snapshot object that the processes access repeatedly� in the
IIS model there is an in�nite number of one shot immediate snapshot objects� accessed by the processes in
the same order� in an asynchronous manner� Both have the same computational power" a task is wait�free
solvable in the snapshot model if and only if it is wait�free solvable in the IIS model ����

While the snapshot and the immediate snapshot models provide higher abstraction levels to the program�
mer� the IIS model imposes a restriction to the programmer� namely� a shared object can be accessed only
once by each process� The noteworthy added value provided of the IIS model is the regular and structured
view that processes have of runs� More precisely� the structure of the process views in all the k�round runs�
is exactly the same as in all �k � ��round runs� Topologically speaking� it is easy to see that the latter is a
subdivision of the former� This regularity is the essence of an elegant IIS�based characterization of wait�free
task solvability ���� More recently� a generalized version of the IIS model that includes objects other than
read�write registers was instrumental in proving another fundamental result" renaming is strictly less pow�
erful than set agreement ����� Hence� the IIS model allows for an easier exploration of the computational
limit of the basic read�write model ���� as well as other more general models�

Contributions This paper shows that the IIS model has yet another fundamental advantage� namely� it
allows studying the computability power of the read�write shared memory model equipped with a failure
detector� More speci�cally� the paper presents several results in that direction�

�� Given that we would like to study the read�write model equipped with a failure detector� a natural
question is the following� As the read�write shared memory model and the IIS model are equivalent
for wait�free task solvability� are they still equivalent when both of them are enriched with a failure
detector of the same class C� We show that �not surprisingly the answer to this question is �no � which
means that enriching the IIS model with a failure detector does not increase its wait�free computational
power�

�� The previous negative answer leads us� instead of augmenting the IIS model with a failure detector� to
consider partially synchronous versions of the IIS model� Such an IIS model is de�ned by restricting
the possible interleavings of the write snapshot� operations issued by the processes�

Given a failure detector of a class C� we de�ne a corresponding restricted IIS model� This model is
denoted IRIS �PRC � IRIS stands for Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot model� PRC denotes
a property� derived from the failure detector class C� that is encapsulated in the write snapshot�
operation �that is consequently denoted restricted write snapshot�� The IRIS �PRC  model is induced
by the runs in which the restricted write snapshot� operations satisfy the corresponding PRC property�
Every run of IRIS �PRC  is a run of the IIS model enriched with C� but the opposite is not necessarily
true�

To illustrate the approach� the paper considers three families of failure detector classes� These are the
classes denoted f�Sxg��x�n� f�zg��z�n� and f��yg��y�n� For a failure detector C in each one� it
de�nes a corresponding IRIS �PRC  model�

�� The paper shows that the synchrony exhibited by the IRIS �PRC  model characterizes the power of
the read�write model with C� It presents a simulation from the shared memory model with C to the
IRIS �PRC  model� that generates every one of its possible runs� Conversely� it shows how to extract
C from the IRIS �PRC � and then simulate the read�write model with C �generalizing the simulation
of ���� A noteworthy corollary follows from that simulation� namely� a task is wait�free solvable in the
read�write model with C if and only if it is wait�free solvable in the IRIS �PRC  model�

�� As an application of the previous simulations� are derived new� simple proofs of the impossibility
of solving k�set agreement in the read�write model equipped with a failure detector from the above
classes� Such direct proofs were known only for the f�Sxg��x�n family ��	�� using combinatorial
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topology techniques from ����� Impossibility proofs for the other families are by reduction to this result
�����

Conversely� the results presented in the paper open the possibility of designing new set agreement �and
in particular consensus algorithms" design an algorithm in an IRIS �PRC  model� and then using the
simulation mentioned above� transform it into an algorithm for the read�write model with C�

We remark that the de�nition of an IRIS �PRC  model is not in terms of process failures or failure
detectors� The characterization of a failure detector class C appears as a restriction of the set of runs
that would be produced if the corresponding failure detector was used in a certain canonical way in the
IIS model� So� the IRIS �PRC  model captures the synchronization�scheduling power of the corresponding
failure detector class� In that sense� a failure detector is a scheduler with speci�c fairness properties��

Roadmap The paper is composed of �	 sections� The base computation models �read�write� snapshot�
immediate snapshot and iterated immediate snapshot are presented in Section �� The eventual failure
detector classes we are interest in are introduced in Section �� Then� the impossibility to solve consensus
in the iterated immediate snapshot model equipped with an eventual leader failure detector is proved in
Section �� The additional properties the base immediate snapshot operation of the iterated model has to
satisfy when we want to have the same power as a base snapshot model equipped with a failure of a given
class C are described in Section !� This de�nes the IRIS �PRC  model� Then� Section � shows how to build
an immediate snapshot operation suited to the iterated model from base snapshots and a failure detector
of a given class C� Section 
 shows how to build a failure detector of the class C from the corresponding
IRIS �PRC  model� Section � presents a general simulation from IRIS �PRC  model to the read�write model
enriched with a failure detector of the class C� Section � shows that the proposed framework allows designing
simple lower bound proofs for set agreement problems �the important point here lies in the fact that these
proofs are based on algorithmic reductions only# they do not involve topology notions� Finally� section �	
concludes the paper�

� Computational models

��� Basic shared memory model

We consider a standard asynchronous system made up of n processes� p�� � � � � pn� of which at most t can
crash� � � t � n� A process has crashed when it halts prematurely� otherwise it is correct �only crash failures
are considered� In this paper we concentrate on the wait�free case �i�e�� t � n � �� We sometimes use f �
� � f � t� to denote the actual number of processes that are faulty in a run� More details about these and
the following notions can be found in standard textbooks �e�g�� ��� �!�� The integer i� � � i � n� is called
the index of the process pi�

The processes communicate by reading and writing simple shared memory registers� It is often useful to
consider higher level abstractions constructed out of such registers� We describe �rst the simple registers�
and then the other abstractions used in the paper�

Single writer�multi readers atomic registers model The processes communicate by reading and
writing a shared memory made up of single�writer�multi�reader ��W$R atomic registers ���� ���� This
means that the shared memory is structured as an array SM ����n�� such that only pi can write SM �i�� and
pi can read any entry�

Uppercase letters are used to denote shared registers� A process can have local variables� Those are
denoted with sub�indexed lowercase letters� e�g�� leveli����n� is a local array of pi�

�This is similar to the linearizability consistency criterion 
	� that restricts the set of runs generated by processes that access
concurrently shared objects�
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Atomic snapshot model In this model processes communicate via snapshot objects� that can be accessed
with a write� operation and a snapshot� operation ���� When a process pi executes a SM �snapshot� opera�
tion� it obtains the value of the entire array as if that array was read atomically at some point between its
invocation and return events�

A snapshot object can be wait�free implemented from base �W$R atomic registers� The best wait�
free implementation proposed so far requires O�n logn invocations of base read and write operations ����
Consequently� it is possible to assume� without loss of generality� that the higher level abstraction provided
by snapshot objects is available in the basic shared�memory model�

Immediate snapshot model A higher level of abstraction is provided by the immediate snapshot model
�
� ���� This model includes immediate snapshot objects� accessed by the processes through a single operation�
denoted write snapshot� that replaces both the write� and the snapshot� operations� Intuitively� when a
process pi invokes SM �write snapshot�v� it is as if it instantaneously executes a SM �i�� v operation followed
by an SM �snapshot� operation� If several processes execute a write snapshot� operation simultaneously�
then their corresponding write operations are executed concurrently� and then their corresponding snapshot
operations are executed concurrently �each of the concurrent operations sees the values written by the other
concurrent operations�

It is shown in �
� that the immediate snapshot model and the snapshot model are equivalent in the
following sense" if a problem can be wait�free solved in one of these models� it can also be wait�free solved
in the other model�

An algorithm� due to Borowski and Gafni �
�� that implements immediate snapshot objects is de�
scribed in Figure �� That algorithm considers a one�shot immediate snapshot object �a process invokes
SM �write snapshot� at most once� It uses two arrays of �W$R atomic registers denoted REG ����n� and
LEVEL����n� �only pi can write REG �i� and LEVEL�i�� A process pi �rst writes its value in REG �i�� Then
the core of the implementation of write snapshot� is based on the array LEVEL����n�� That array� initialized
to �n��� � � � � n���� can be thought of as a ladder� where initially a process is at the top of the ladder� namely�
at level n � �� Then it descends the ladder� one step after the other� according to prede�ned rules until it
stops at some level �or crashes� While descending the ladder� a process pi registers its current position in
the ladder in the atomic register LEVEL�i��

After it has stepped down from one ladder level to the next one� a process pi computes a local view
�denoted viewi of the progress of the other processes in their descent of the ladder� That view contains
the processes pj seen by pi at the same or a lower ladder level �i�e�� such that leveli�j� � LEVEL�i�� Then�
if the current level � of pi is such that pi sees at least � processes in its view �i�e�� processes that are at its
level or a lower level it stops at the level � of the ladder� Finally� pi returns a set of pairs determined from
the values of viewi� Each pair is a process index and the value written by the corresponding process� This
behavior is described in Figure � �
��

operation write snapshot�vi��
REG�i�� vi�
repeat LEVEL�i�� LEVEL�i� � ��

for j � f�� � � � � ng do leveli�j�� LEVEL�j� end for�
viewi �

�
j � leveli�j� � LEVEL�i�g�

until �jviewij � LEVEL�i�� end repeat�
return�f�j� REG�j�� such that j � viewig��

Figure �" Borowsky�Gafni�s one�shot write snapshot� algorithm �code for pi

This very elegant algorithm satis�es the following properties �
�� The sets viewi of the processes that
terminate the algorithm� satisfy the following main property" if jviewij � �� then pi stopped at the level ��
and there are � processes whose current level is � �� From this property� follow the self�inclusion� containment
and immediacy properties �stated in Section ��� that de�ne the one�shot immediate snapshot object�
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��� Iterated immediate snapshot �IIS� model

One�shot immediate snapshot A one�shot immediate snapshot object is an immediate snapshot object
that can be accessed only once by each process� In this case� the semantics of the write snapshot� operation
is characterized by the three following properties� where vi is the value written by pi and smi� the value �or
view it gets back from the operation� for each pi invoking the operation� To simplify the statement of the
properties� we consider smi as a set of pairs �k� vk� where vk corresponds to the value in pk�s entry of the
array� By de�nition we have smj � �� if the process pj never invokes write snapshot� on the corresponding
object�

� Self�inclusion� �i " �i� vi � smi�

� Containment� �i� j " smi 	 smj 
 smj 	 smi�

� Immediacy� �i� j " �i� vi � smj � smi 	 smj �

The �rst property states that a process sees the value it has written� The second property states that
the views �i�e� the contents of the smi sets obtained by the processes can be ordered by containment� The
last property states that when a process invokes write snapshot�� the snapshot is scheduled immediately
after the write� The write snapshot� issued by the processes are set�linearizable ��	�� This means that each
write snapshot� issued by a process appears as if it has been instantaneously executed at a single point of
the time line� without preventing several write snapshot� to appear at the same point of time�

The iterated immediate snapshot model �IIS� In the IIS model ��� the shared memory is made up
of an in�nite number of one�shot immediate snapshot objects IS ���� IS ���� � � � These objects are accessed
sequentially �and asynchronously by the processes according to the following round�based pattern"

ri � 	#
loop forever ri � ri � �#

local computations# compute vi#
smi � IS �ri ��write snapshot�vi#
local computations

end loop�

Figure �" Generic algorithm in Iterated Immediate Snapshot model

Let us observe that the IIS model requires that each correct process executes an in�nite number of rounds�
Moreover� it is possible in that model� that a correct process p� be unable to send information to another
correct process� p�� Consider a run where both execute an in�nite number of rounds� but p� is scheduled
before p� in every round� Thus� p� never reads a value written to an immediate snapshot object by p�� Of
course� in the usual �non�iterated read�write shared memory asynchronous model� two correct processes
can always eventually communicate with each other� Thus� it may be surprising that� despite the use of such
a strong constraint on the behavior of the processes� it is still possible to derive simulations between the IIS
model and the base read�write non�iterated model�

� Failure detector classes

A failure detector ��	� is a device that provides the processes with information on process failures� Several
classes of failure detectors can be de�ned according to the kind and the quality of that information� This
section presents three known classes of failure detectors �Sx� ��y and �z that� while having the same power
as far as solving the set agreement problem� are not equivalent�

A failure detector provides each process pi with a local variable that pi can read� but not modify� We
will use small capital letters for these variables� to distinguish them from pi�s locally controlled variables�
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��� The family f�Sxg��x�n

The failure detector class �Sx is a simple generalization of the class �S introduced in ��	�� In particular�
�Sn is �S� Informally� the variable trustedi provided by a failure detector of the class �Sx contains the
identities of the processes that are believed to be currently alive� When j � trustedi we say �pi trusts
pj � 

�� By de�nition� a crashed process trusts all processes� The failure detector class �Sx is de�ned by the
following properties"

� Strong completeness� There is a time after which every faulty process is never trusted by every correct
process�

� Limited scope eventual weak accuracy� There is a set Q of x processes containing a correct process p��
and a ��nite time after which each process of Q trusts p��

The time � � the set Q and the process p� are not explicitly known� Moreover� some processes of Q could
have crashed� The parameter x� � � x � n� de�nes the scope of the eventual accuracy property� When
x � �� the failure detector provides no information on failures� when x � n the failure detector can be used
to solve consensus�

We will sometimes use the following equivalent formulation of �Sx ����� assuming the local variable
controlled by the failure detector is repri�

� Limited eventual common representative� There is a set Q of x processes containing a correct process p��
and a ��nite time after which� for any correct process pi� we have i � Q � repri � � and i �� Q �
repri � i�

Clearly� a failure detector that satis�es the previous property can be transformed into one of the class �Sx
�de�ne trustedi � freprig� Conversely� an algorithm that transforms any failure detector of �Sx into a
failure detector satisfying the limited eventual common representative property is described in �����

��� The family f��yg��y�n

A failure detector of the class ��y outputs at each process pi an integer nbci that is an estimate of the
number of processes that have crashed� The class ��y is de�ned by the following property� where f is the
number of actual crashes in a run�

� Eventual accuracy� There is a time from which nbci � max�n� y� f at each correct process pi�

The family f��yg��y�n was introduced in ���� although with a di�erent formulation�� It is shown in ����
that ��n is equivalent to �P � the class of eventually perfect failure detectors ��	� �a failure detector of that
class is strictly stronger than �� while ��� provides no information on failures�

��� The family f�zg��z�n

The failure detector class �z ���� is a generalization of the class � ����# in particular� �� is the class ��
A failure detector of the class �z controls a local variable leaderi containing a set process identities� and
satis�es the following property�

� Eventual multiple leadership� There is a set L� of size at most z and containing a correct process� and a
��nite time after which the set leaderi of every correct process pi remains forever equal to L�

Let us notice that when z � n a failure detector of the class �z provides no information on failures# when
z � �� �z is equivalent to �S ����� and hence powerful enough to solve consensus� However� as shown in
����� while it is possible to build a failure detector of the class �z from a failure detector of the class �Sx i�
x � z � t � � �where t is an upper bound on the number of processes that may crash� it is impossible to
build a failure detector of the class �Sx from a failure detector of the class �z for � � x� z � t� On another
side� while ��y can be transformed into �z i� y � z � t� �z cannot be transformed into ��y �����

�The original de�nition of the failure detector calls �S ��� provides each process pi with a set denoted suspectedi� Using
the set trustedi is equivalent to using the set suspectedi� We use trustedi to emphasize the fact that what is important to
ensure progress is the set of processes that are alive�

�The Chandra�Toueg original de�nition of failure detector required that the local output of a failure detector is a function
of the failure pattern� while the failure detectors of ��y as de�ned in 
�� allowed processes to interact with the failure detector
providing a parameter o a query�
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	 An impossibility result about adding a failure detector to the
IIS model

This section considers the question described in the �rst contribution of the Introduction� Are the base
read�write shared memory model and the IIS model equivalent for wait�free solvable tasks� when both are
equipped with a failure detector of the same class�

An IIS model with failure detector Assume a failure detector of some class C is available in the IIS
model� that provides each process pi with a local variable Fi� During each round r� pi can read Fi any
number of times� and eventually� access the next immediate snapshot object� Also� assume some task is
being solved� so that each process starts with a private input value in a local variable inputi� and must
eventually put its decision in a write�once variable deci�

The framework of the IIS model de�ned in Section ��� is re�ned as described in Figure �� with a full

information algorithm A solving the task� In line ��� compute�sm
�ri���
i � Fi is a shorthand for a loop that is

executed by pi� where in each iteration it can use the current value of the failure detector obtained from Fi�
to make local computations and decide weather to execute one more iteration or to exit the loop returning
a value to be placed in the variable fdi � It is assumed that the number of iterations executed is always

�nite� Thus� when line �! is executed� pi invokes IS �r ��write snapshot� to write its view sm
�r���
i �obtained

from the previous write snapshot� invocation together with its latest failure detector information �or any

additional desired information� and the current decision deci� After it has obtained a view sm
�r�
i during the

round r �line !� a process pi checks if it can decide by applying a decision function� denoted g�� to that

view sm
�r�
i �

Recall that correct processes keep on taking steps forever� even after having decided� We say that a task
T is solvable in the IIS model with C if there is an algorithm A of the form in Figure �� such that for any
failure detector of the class C� in any �in�nite run where the input values are in the domain of T � every
correct process eventually decides� and the decisions satisfy the input�output relation of T �

��� init ri � 	� deci � �� sm
���
i � f� inputi� �� deci �g

�
� loop forever

��� ri � ri � ��

�� fdi �� compute�sm
�ri���
i � Fi��

��� sm
�ri�
i � IS �ri ��write snapshot�� sm

�ri���
i � fdi � deci ���

��� if �deci � �� then deci � g�sm
�ri�
i � end if

��� end loop�

Figure �" Full information �IIS � Failure detector code for pi

The impossibility The idea of the proof is to show that C does not restrict the set of possible interleavings
of the IIS model� Thus� if T is solvable in the IIS model with C� in particular it is solvable in the set of
runs of the IIS model� and hence solvable in the read�write shared memory model� by the simulation of
���� The crucial step is to group together all operations of a round related to the failure detector� in a �xed
predetermined order� before executing shared memory operations of that round� And only then� considering
all interleavings of the shared memory operations�

Theorem � For any failure detector class C and task T � if T is solvable in the IIS model with C then T is
wait�free solvable in the base read�write shared memory model with no failure detector�

Proof To facilitate the proof� we consider a single input con�guration of T �e�g�� ���� and hence a single
input initial con�guration of the system� denoted S��

We consider the following subset of runs of the IIS model with C� where no process fails� de�ned induc�
tively� starting with S�� Consider some reachable con�guration of the system after r � � rounds� say Sr��
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�for the basis� we take S�� We schedule the steps of the processes following the same round structure of the
algorithm A� by having all processes execute their round r before proceeding to round r � �� Moreover� we
schedule �rst all local computations of the processes corresponding to line �� of round r� before any process
starts executing its line �!� We schedule all those local operations in a �xed order� �rst all those of p�� then
all those of p�� until all those of pn� and we get a speci�c partial run

compute�sm
�r���
� � F�� compute�sm

�r���
� � F�� � � � � compute�sm�r���

n � Fn�

Let us denote the system con�guration at the end of this partial run by Sr��� � Now� we consider all possible
interleavings of executions of line �! for all processes� After such an interleaving� we execute �in an arbitrary
order line �� of every process� and end up in a con�guration denoted Sr �abusing notation� as for each such
interleaving the system ends up in a di�erent con�guration�

Let us observe that any failure detector output change at a process pi after pi returned from its invocation

compute�sm
�r���
i � Fi does not a�ect the execution of its operation of line �!� because the value to be written

by the write snapshot� invocation is �xed� That is� the views obtained as a result of such invocations� in

the sm
�r�
i variables� on all possible interleavings� are equivalent to the views of the IIS model with no

failure detector� In other words� given two set�linearizations of the write snapshot� operation� the view of a
process pi is the same in both� i� in the IIS model with no failure detector� pi has the same view in both
set�linearizations �or� in topological terms� the complex of views in both models are isomorphic�

We have constructed a subset of runs of IIS with C where the views of the processes at the end of each
round have the same structure as the views of the original IIS model with no failure detector� As we are
assuming algorithm A solves T in the IIS with C� it solves T also in the IIS model� and we can use the
simulation in ��� to solve T in the basic shared�memory model� �Theorem �

It follows from this theorem that the read�write model with C and the IIS model with C are equivalent
only if C does not provide any additional information on failures�

Remark� The previous theorem means that �a la Paxos agreement algorithms designed for the shared memory
model e�g� ���� �
� ��� cannot be expressed in the iterated immediate snapshot model enriched with an
eventual leader failure detector� A consensus algorithm suited to a restricted version of the IIS model is
described in Appendix !���


 The IRIS model

This section shows how to de�ne an Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot model� IRIS �PRC � for each
of the failure detector classes f�Sxg��x�n� f��yg��y�n� and f�zg��z�n� The IRIS �PRC  model is in�
duced by the runs that satisfy a corresponding PRC property� We call restricted w snapshot� the operation
that satis�es the self�inclusion� containment and immediacy properties �as de�ned in Section ���� plus the
additional property PRC �although this is really a property on runs� not on individual immediate snapshot
objects�

Preliminaries The additional properties properties PR�z � PR�Sx
and PR��y all assume that� whatever

the round r� the index i of a process pi that invokes IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�� always appears in the value
that is written� So� if due to the speci�c task that is solved in the corresponding enriched IRIS model other
values are also are written� they are ignored in the following de�nitions as they are irrelevant for stating the
properties�

Let smr
j be the value obtained by the process pj when it returns from the IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�

invocation �this value is called a view� If at least one process executes the round r� we have fsmr
j " smr

j ��

�g �� � �due to the self�inclusion property� The additional properties are on the sets smr�

i obtained by the

processes from some round r � r�� As each process pi is assumed to execute rounds forever� smr�

i � � means
that pi never executes the round r� �it is consequently faulty�
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��� IRIS �PR�Sx �

The property PR�Sx
is de�ned as follows �where Q is a set of process indexes�

� PR�Sx
 �Q� �" jQj � x � � � Q" �r" �r� � r"

�smr�

� �� � �
�
i � Q n f�g � �smr�

i � � 
 smr�

� � smr�

i 
�
�

This property states that there are a set Q of x processes containing a correct process p�� and a round r�
such that at any round r� � r� each process pi � Q n f�g either has crashed �smr�

i � � or obtains a view

smr�

i that contains strictly smr�

� �
From the set�linearization point of view� this means that� from some round r and for any round r� � r�

the invocation IS �r ���restricted w snapshot�� is set�linearized before the invocations on the same object IS �r ��
issued by the other processes of Q�

As a simple case� let us consider the strongest case x � n� PR�Sn
states that in every run� there exists

a process p� and a round r� such that every correct process sees p� in every round r� � r �so p� must be
correct�

��� IRIS �PR��y�

Let us recall that f �	 � f � n� � denotes the actual number of processes that crash in a given run� The
property PR��y is de�ned as follows�

� PR��y  �r" �r� � r"
�
�i� � � �r� � � mod n � �smr�

i �� �
�
� jsmr�

i j � n�max�n� y� f�

The intuition that underlies this property is the following" there is a logical time �round number after which
each correct process obtains in�nitely often a view that misses at most max�n� y� f processes� As we can
see� when f � n� y such views can miss correct processes� As a particularly simple case� let us consider the
instance y � n �as already noticed� PR��n equivalent to PR�P" PR��n states that after some round there
is an in�nite number of rounds at which pi obtains a view containing the �n� f correct processes�

��� IRIS �PR�z �

The property PR�z is de�ned as follows �where L is a set of process indexes�

� PR�z  �L" jLj � z and �r" �r� � r " �i � L " �smr�

i �� � � �smr�

i 	 L�

This property states that there are a round r and a set L �including at least one and at most z correct
processes such that� at any round r� � r� any process that executes IS �r ���restricted w snapshot� sees a
non�empty subset of L in its view� and there are processes of L that see only processes of L in their view�
Let us notice that nothing prevent IS �r ���restricted w snapshot� invocations to be concurrent or not�

Let us consider the case z � �� i�e�� the simplest instance of PR�z � We have PR��  �� " �r " �r� �
r " smr�

� � f�g� which means that there is a round r and a process p� such that� at each round r� � r�
any process pi that executes smi � IS �r ���restricted w snapshot� sees � in its view smi �i�e�� � � smi�
Said di�erently� whatever the concurrency degree among the IS �r ���restricted w snapshot� invocations issued
by the processes during r�� the invocation issued by p� is always set�linearized alone and before the other
invocations� So� p� always obtains the same view that contains only itself ��r� � r" smr�

� � smr
� � f�g�

It then follows from the containment property of the immediate snapshot operation� that the view smr�

j of

any process pj that executes a round r� � r is such that � � smr�

j � The instance z � � ensures that the
invocation IS �r ���restricted w snapshot� by p� is set�linearized alone and before the others� The instances
z � � are weaker in the sense that they allow several IS �r ���restricted w snapshot� invocations issued by
the processes of a subset of L to be set�linearized together and before the invocations issued by the other
processes� Moreover this subset of L can di�er from one round to another� �This property is close to� but
di�erent from� the notion of z�bounded concurrency ��!��
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��� An example	 solving consensus in IRIS �PR�� �

In order to get a better insight of an IRIS �PRC  model� this section presents an algorithm that solves the
consensus problem in IRIS �PR�� � This algorithm is described in Figure ��� A more general �and more
involved z�set agreement algorithm suited to the IRIS �PR�z  model is described in Appendix A�

The value proposed by pi is vi# � is a default value that cannot be proposed by a process� In addition to
ri �the current round number� a process and manages four local variables"

� The local variables esti and deci are directly related to the decision value" esti �initialized to vi
contains pi�s current estimate of the decision value� while deci is a write�once local variable �initialized
to � that eventually contains the single valued decided by pi�

� smi and tmi are two local variables used to contain the snapshot value returned by the invocations to
the operation restricited w snapshot� at the odd and even round numbers� respectively� The variable
smi contains a set of triples� while tmi contains a set of set of triples �i�e�� a set of tmj values�

A process pi executes a sequence of pairs of rounds� namely� ��� �� then ��� �� etc� During the �rst round
�r��� pi writes the triple � i� esti� deci � in the one�shot immediate snapshot object IS �r���� from which
it obtains a set of such triples �lines ���� During the second round� pi writes into IS �r �� the set of triples
smi it has just obtained� and obtains a corresponding set of set of triples tmi �lines ����

Then� pi considers the values it has obtained from the one�shot immediate snapshot objects IS �r � � � and
IS �r �� If pi sees that a value �dec has already been decided �line ! while it has not yet decided� it decides that
value �line �� Otherwise� if the set of set of triples �tmi it has obtained from IS �r � contains a set sm with
a single triple �line 
� pi adopts the estimate value of that triple sm �line � as its new estimate� Moreover�
if additionally� tmi contains a single triple and that triple is from pi itself �tmi � ff� i� esti�� �gg� line
�� then pi decides its current estimate� Let us observe that tmi � ff� i� esti�� �gg means that pi was
the only �winner of both the rounds r � � and r �the invocations IS �r � ���restricited w snapshot� and
IS �r ��restricited w snapshot� issued by pi have been set�linearized alone and before the invocations from the
other processes�

init ri � 	� esti � vi� deci � �

loop forever

��� ri � ri � ��
�
� smi � IS �ri ��restricted w snapshot�� i� esti� deci ���
��� ri � ri � ��
�� tmi � IS �ri ��restricted w snapshot�smi��
��� if

�
�sm � �sm � tmi� 	 �� ���� dec �� sm with dec 
� ��

�

��� then if deci � � then esti � dec� deci � dec end if

��� elsif
�
�sm � �sm � tmi� 	 �sm � f� �� est�� �g�

�

��� then esti � est�
��� if tmi � fsmg 	 sm � f� i� est�� �g then deci � esti end if

��	� end if

end loop�

Figure �" A consensus algorithm for the IRIS �PR� model �code for pi

Theorem 	 The algorithm described in Figure � wait�free solves the consensus problem in the IRIS �PR�
model�

Proof We have to show that� whatever the number of processes that crash� a decided value is a proposed
value �validity� no two di�erent values are decided �agreement� and each correct process decides �wait�free
termination� The proof of the validity property follows directly from the code of the algorithm� So� we

�This algorithm can be seen as an �instance� of the transformation described in Section � customized for the consensus
problem�
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concentrate on the proof of the agreement and termination properties�

Agreement	� If no process decides� the agreement property is trivially satis�ed� So� let r be the �rst
round during which a process decides �this occurs at line �� Let pi be a process that decides� If follows
that the test tmi � fsmg � sm � f� i� est�� �g is true at line �� just before pi decides� This means that
pi �won alone the rounds r � � �because sm � f� i� est�� �g and r �because tmi � fsmg� �Here �win 
means that pi was the �rst to access IS �r � �� and IS �r �� and these accesses were not concurrent with other
accesses to these objects� It follows that pi is the only process that decides during the round r�

As pi executed IS �r ��restricited w snapshot� without concurrency� it follows from the containment prop�
erty that� for any process pj that executes IS �r ��restricited w snapshot�� we have tmi 	 tmj at line � of the
round r� As� at round r� we have tmi � ff� i� esti�� �gg� it follows that the predicate of line 
 is satis�ed
when pj executes that line �namely� smi � tmj � smi � f� i� esti�� �g� The process pj consequently
executes line �� and we then have estj � esti� It follows that all the processes pj that execute the round r
are such that estj � esti when they terminate that round� Hence� from round r� no value di�erent from esti
is present in an estimate value of a process� which completes the proof of the agreement property�

Wait�free termination� As soon as a correct process executes deci � esti at line � during a round r�
all the correct processes decide at line � of the round r � �� So� let us assume �by contradiction that
no correct process ever executes deci � esti at line �� Due to the property PR�� � there are a process
p�� and a round r� such that for any round r� � r� we have sm� � f� �� est��� �g at round r� and
tm� � fsm�g � ff� �� est��� �gg at the round r� � �� It follows from the text of line � that p� decides at
the �rst round r��� that occurs after r� from which the wait�free termination property follows� �Theorem �

��� The case of synchronization operations

When one has to solve the consensus problem� instead of considering a system enriched with a failure detec�
tor� one can instead consider a system with synchronization operations more sophisticated than read�write
operations �����

In a way similar to what has been previously done with failure detectors� the iterated immediate snap�
shot model can allow characterizing the runs of the read�write shared memory model enriched with some
synchronization operations� As an illustration� this section considers the test%set� operation �the consensus
number of which is �� Let us recall that this operation provides a process with the value � �this process
is the winner and the other processes with the value 	 �they are losers� The property associated with
Test%Set is the following"

� PRTest
Set 
�
�r " �i " smr

i � fig
�
�

This property states that� independently of its actual concurrency degree� each round has a single winner
process�

It is interesting to compare PRTest
Set and PR�� � While the former states that each round has a winner�
the latter property states that �from some round� the same process is always the winner� If we consider the
�perpetual version of � �a correct process is the common leader from the very beginning� it is easy to see
that it is a much stronger property than PRTest
Set �

� From the read�write model with C to IRIS �PRC �

This section presents simulations of the IRIS �PRC  model from the snapshot model equipped with a failure
detector of the class C when C is �Sx� ��y and �z� Three simulations are presented that build the operation
IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�vi� where IS ������ de�nes sequence of immediate snapshot objects used in the
IRIS model we want to build� In addition to this shared array� each construction uses appropriate additional
shared registers and local variables�

	As a faulty process is not allowed to decide a value di�erent from a correct process� that property is sometimes called
uniform agreement�
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Each of the constructions described in Figure !� �� and 
� associates with each IS �r � of the iter�
ated model an underlying immediate snapshot object R�r�� provided with two operations� The �rst is
R�r��write snapshot� that returns views that satisfy the self�inclusion� containment and immediacy proper�
ties� The other one is R�r��snapshot� that satis�es the containment property� These operations can easily
be constructed from base read�write operations as indicated in Section ��� �
�� Let us recall that� given any
object R�r�� the R�r��snapshot� operations are totally ordered� and the R�r��write snapshot� operations are
consistently set�linearized with respect to the R�r��snapshot� operations�

In each construction� the last shared memory operation issued by a process is an R�r��write snapshot�
operation� It consequently follows that the constructed IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�vi automatically bene�ts
from the self�inclusion� containment and immediacy properties� This means that only the property PRC has
to be proved for each construction�


�� Building IRIS �PR�Sx � in the read�write model equipped with �Sx

An algorithm that simulates the IRIS �PR�Sx
 model from one�shot immediate snapshot objects is described

in Figure !� This construction considers the de�nition of �Sx based on the representative variable repri�
Each process pi manages two local variables� denoted mi and rpi# R�r� is the one�shot immediate snapshot
object associated with the round r�

operation IS �r ��restrictred w snapshot�� i� vi ���
��� repeat mi � R�r��snapshot��� rpi � repri

�
� until
�
�� rpi�� �� mi� � rpi � i�

�
end repeat�

��� smi � R�r��write snapshot�� i� vi ���
�� return �smi��

Figure !" From the R�W shared memory model with �Sx to IRIS�PR�Sx �code for pi

When it invokes IS �r ��snapshot�� i� vi �� a process pi repeatedly �� issues a snapshot operation on
R�r� in order to know which processes have already written R�r�� and �� reads the value locally output
by the underlying failure detector �repri� until it discovers that it is its own representative �rpi � i
or its representative has already written R�r� �� rpi�� �� mi �� �� When this occurs� pi invokes
R�r��write snapshot�� i� vi � to write the one�shot immediate snapshot object R�r�� It �nally returns
the snapshot value obtained by that write snapshot� invocation�

Theorem 
 Assuming a base model with atomic �W	R atomic registers� equipped with a failure detector of
the class �Sx� the algorithm described in Figure 
 is a simulation of the IRIS �PR�Sx

 computation model�

Proof Due to the properties de�ning �Sx� there is a set Q of x processes including a correct process p��
such that� after some arbitrary but �nite time � � we have for any correct process pi" i � Q � repri � �
and i �� Q � repri � i� Let us take the set Q and the process p� that appears in the statement of the
property PR�Sx

as the set and the process that are denoted the same way in the de�nition of �Sx� As p� is
correct� and there is a time after which the local predicate repr� � � remains true forever� it follows that
p� executes rounds forever �line �� Moreover� due to the self�inclusion property of the immediate snapshot
object we have smr

� �� � at any round r � ��
Let us now show that any correct process executes rounds forever� Let � be a time such that all the

faulty processes have crashed before � � and for any correct process pi we have i � Q � repri � � and
i �� Q � repri � i �due to �Sx� � does exist�

� i �� Q 
 i � �� It follows from the exit predicate of the repeat loop that� after � � no process pi blocks
forever within the repeat loop� It follows that pi executes round forever�

� i � Q n f�g� It follows from the exit predicate of the repeat loop that among the processes of Q� p�
is the �rst that exits from the loop� and the other processes of Q do exit from that loop after p� has
executed R�r��write snapshot�� �� v� � at line �� Consequently� no correct process blocks forever in a
round� �Said another way� when we consider the processes of Q� p� is set�linearized before the other
processes of Q�
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Let r be a round that occurs after � � r� � r and pi be a correct process in Q n f�g� The fact that smr�

� 	

smr�

i follows directly from the previous observation that states that the invocation R�r��write snapshot��
�� v� � is set�linearized before the invocations R�r��write snapshot� issued by the other processes of Q�

�Theorem �


�� Building IRIS �PR
��y� in the read�write model equipped with ��y

The construction �that has some ��mutual exclusion &avor ��� uses a deterministic function order�r� where
the parameter r is a round number� This function orders the process indexes as follows" order�r returns a
sequence of the indexes �� � � � � n in which the last element is the index i such that �i� � � �r � � mod n�

operation IS �r ��restrictred w snapshot�� i� vi ���
��� sequencei � order�ri��
�
� predi � fj � j appears before i in sequenceig�
��� repeat mi � R�ri��snapshot���
�� seeni � mi � predi�
��� nbci � nb ci

��� until �jpredij � nbci � jseenij� end repeat�
��� smi � R�r��write snapshot�� i� vi ���
��� return �smi��

Figure �" From the base shared memory model with ��y to IRIS�PR��y �code for pi

The simulation is described in Figure �� It uses the same array R of one�shot immediate snapshot objects
as the previous simulations� When it invokes IS �r ��restrictred w snapshot�� a process pi �rst computes the
sequence �sequencei of process indexes associated with the round r �line �� and determines the set of
processes �predi that are ordered before it in that sequence �line �� Then� pi enters a loop during which
it determines the set �seeni including the processes that �� have already written into R�r� �those are the
processes of mi and �� precede it in sequencei �those are the processes of predi� It also reads the value
�nbci currently provided by the underlying failure detector �line !� that is an approximation of the number
of crashed processes� This set of statements is repeated by pi until the processes of predi that it perceives as
not crashed have written in R�r� �line �# pi locally estimates there are at least �jpredij�nbci such processes�
As in the previous simulations� when this predicate becomes true� pi writes R�r� �line 
 and returns the
associated snapshot value it has just obtained �line ��

The proof considers the more general t�resilient case �let us recall that t denotes an upper bound on the
number of faulty processes in any run� and wait�free means �n� ��resilient� The de�nitions of the eventual
accuracy of the class ��y and the property IRIS�PR��y  become"

� Eventual accuracy� There is a time from which nbci � max�t� �� y� f at each correct process pi�

� PR��y  �r" �r� � r"
�
�i� � � �r� � � mod n � �smr�

i �� �
�
� jsmr�

i j � n�max�t� �� y� f�

Lemma � For any round r � �� if a correct process pi invokes IS�r��restricted w snapshot�� i�� �� it
returns from that invocation�

Proof The proof is by contradiction� Assuming that there are rounds at which correct processes block forever
in the repeat loop �lines �� �� let r be the smallest round number at which this happens� and B the set of
correct processes that remain blocked forever at that round� This means that� for any pi � B� the predicate
�jpredij �nbci � jseenij is never satis�ed when these processes invoke IS�r��restricted w snapshot�� i�� �
�line !� Let sequence�r� be the sequence returned by order�r �let us recall that as order�r is deterministic�
there is a single sequence�r�� Let ps be the process of B whose index s has the smallest rank in sequence�r��
We show that ps returns from its IS�r��restricted w snapshot�� i�� � invocation� which contradicts the
initial assumption and consequently proves the lemma�

Let us consider preds �i�e�� the set of process indexes that are before s in sequence�r�� We consider two
cases"
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� jpredsj � max�t � � � y� f� It follows from the eventual accuracy property of ��y� that there is a
time � after which we always have nbcs � max�t � � � y� f� Consequently� after time � � we have
jpredsj � nbcs � 	� As jseensj � jms � predsj � 	� it follows that� after � � the predicate of line � is
always true� Hence� the invocation IS�r��restricted w snapshot�� s�� � by process ps returns�

� jpredsj � max�t � � � y� f� Let faulty�S be the set of faulty processes in the set S� We have
jfaulty�predsj � jfaulty�f�� � � � � ngj � f � max�t � � � y� f� Let 	 be the number of correct
processes in preds� We have 	 � jpredsj � jfaulty�predsj � jpredsj � max�t � � � y� f� Let us
recall that these 	 processes have a rank smaller than s in sequence�r�� Moreover� it follows from the
de�nition of ps that all the correct processes whose index is smaller than s in sequence�r� return from
their IS�r��restricted w snapshot� invocation� There is consequently a �nite time �� after which each
correct processes pi whose index belongs to preds has returned from its R�r��write snapshot�� i�� �
invocation �line 
� Hence� there is a �nite time �� � �� after which we permanently have jseensj �
jms�predsj � 	� On another side� due to the eventual accuracy property of ��y� there is time �� after
which the predicate nbcs � max�t���y� f remains permanently true� So� after time � � max���� ���
we always have jseensj � jms � predsj � 	 and 	 � jpredsj � nbcs� from which we conclude that the
repeat loop eventually terminates� Consequently� the invocation IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�� s�� �
terminates�

�Lemma �

Theorem � Assuming a base model with atomic �W	R atomic registers� equipped with a failure detector of
the class ��y� the algorithm described in Figure � is a simulation of the IRIS �PR��y  computation model�

Proof It follows from Lemma � that each correct process executes an in�nite number of rounds �a require�
ment of any IRIS �PRC  model� So� it remains to show that the property PR���y is satis�ed�

Let r be a round such that� � r� � r� we have nbci � max�t � � � y� f for each correct process pi that
invokes IS�r���restricted w snapshot�� i�� �� Due to Lemma � and the eventual accuracy property of ��y�
such a round does exist�

Let r�i � r be any round number such that the index i satis�es �i � � �
�
�r�i � � mod n

�
� and

pi obtains the snapshot value smi from its R�r�i��write snapshot�� i�� � invocation� We show that
jsmij � n�max�t� �� y� f�

�� Due to the de�nition of order�r�i� the rank of i in sequence�r�i� is n� This means that jpredij � n��
during that round� As pi returns from R�r�i��write snapshot�� i�� � �Lemma �� we conclude that
the predicate �jpredij � nbci � jseenij was true at line 
� from which we have jpredij � nb ci �
�n� ��max�t� �� y� f � jseenij�

�� Let mi be the last value obtained by pi at line �� It follows from �� the R�r�i� immediate snapshot
object �� the fact that mi is computed before smi� that smi contains the write of pi in R�r�i�
while mi does not contains it� and consequently mi � smi� i�e�� jmij � jsmij� Moreover� we have
jseenij � jmi � predij � jmij � jsmij�

It follows from the previous items that jpredij�nb ci � �n� ��max�t��� y� f � jseenij � jmij � jsmij�
from which we have n�max�t� �� y� f � jsmij� which completes the proof� �Theorem �


�� Building IRIS �PR�z � in the read�write model equipped with �z

The algorithm This construction is described in Figure 
� As previously� a one�shot immediate snapshot
object R�r� is associated with each round r� When pi invokes IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�vi it waits until
either a process has written in the one�shot immediate snapshot object R�r�� or its index belongs to the
output leaderi managed by its local failure detector� When one of these conditions becomes true� pi writes
R�r� by invoking R�r��write snapshot�� i� vi �� This invocation returns a snapshot value of R�r� that pi
returns as the result of its the invocation IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�vi�
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operation IS �r ��restricted w snapshot�� i� vi ���
��� repeat mi � R�r��snapshot��� ldi � leaderi

�
� until
�
�mi 
� �� � �i � ldi�

�
end repeat�

��� smi � R�r��write snapshot�� i� vi ���
�� return �smi��

Figure 
" From the R�W shared memory model with �z to IRIS �PR�z  �code for pi

Theorem � Assuming a base model with atomic �W	R atomic registers� equipped with a failure detector of
the class �z� the algorithm described in Figure � is a simulation of the IRIS �PR�z  computation model�

Proof Let us �rst observe that snapshot and immediate snapshot operations on any object R�r� can be
wait�free implemented from atomic �W$R atomic registers ��� 
�� The proof is made up of two parts" ��
any correct process executes an in�nite number of rounds# and �� the property PR�z is satis�ed�

To prove that any correct process pi executes an in�nite number of rounds� we have to show that the
local predicate �mi �� � 
 �i � ldi evaluated by pi at line � is eventually true at each round r � ��

Let us proceed by contradiction� Let r be the �rst round at which a correct process pi remains blocked
forever� i�e�� �mi �� � 
 �i � ldi remains forever false once pi has entered the round r� This means that�
after some time� i never belongs to leaderi when pi reads this set� and mi remains always empty� As mi

remains empty� we conclude that no process pj ever returns from its R�r��write snapshot�� j� vj � invocation
�Observation O��

On another side� due to the eventual multiple leadership property of �z� there is a set L of size at most
z containing at least one correct process p� such that� after some arbitrary �but �nite time � � the predicate
leader� � L is true forever at p�� It follows that while p� is blocked at round r� the local predicate � � ld�
becomes eventually true� Consequently� p� executes R�r��write snapshot�� �� v� � and proceeds to the
round r � � �Observation O�� The observations O� and O� contradict each other� from which we conclude
that any correct process executes an in�nite number of rounds�

Let us now show that the property PR�z is satis�ed� Due to the property de�ning �z� there are a set L
containing at least one correct process �and at most z processes and a time � such that� after � � we always
have leaderi � L at any correct process pi� Due to the very existence of � � and the fact that the correct
processes execute rounds in�nitely often� we conclude that there is a round r such that� at any round r� � r�
we have ldi � L for any correct process pi�

Let L�r� be the subset of the processes of L that stop waiting at line � because the predicate i � ldi
is true while the predicate mi �� � is false� We have � � jL�r�j � jLj � z� Let us also notice that the
invocations R�r��write snapshot� issued by the processes of L�r� are set�linearized before the invocations
issued by the processes that do not belong to L�r��

As only the correct processes execute an in�nite number of rounds� it follows that there is a round rc � r�
such that� for all r�� � rc� L�r

�� always contains a correct process� Let us de�ne L� � �r��rcL�r
�� We have

L� �� �� L� 	 L� and L� contains at least one correct process�� Finally� let us consider L� as the set that
appears in the de�nition of the property PR�z � As L� contains at least one correct process� it follows that�
during each round r�� there is at least one process pk� k � L�� such that smr�

k �� �� Moreover� due to the fact
that the invocations of the processes pk� k � L�r�� are set�linearized before the invocations from the other
processes� we have smr�

k 	 L� which completes the proof� �Theorem 	

 From IRIS �PRC � to a failure detector of the class C

Given the read�write model equipped with a failure detector of the class C� the previous section has shown
how to simulate the IRIS �PRC  model� This section presents simulations building a failure detector of a class


Let us notice that it is possible that there are distinct rounds r� and r
� such that L�r�� � L�r
� � ��
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C from IRIS �PRC � The next section will provide complete simulation from IRIS �PRC  to the read�write
model equipped with a failure detector of the class C�

��� From IRIS �PR�Sx � to a failure detector of the class �Sx

A trivial algorithm implementing �Sx from IRIS �PR�Sx
 is described in Figure �� The set trustedi is

permanently updated to smi� where smi is the last invocation restrcited w snapshot�i�

��� init ri � 	� trustedi � �

�
� loop forever ri � ri � ��
��� smi � IS �ri ��restricted w snapshot�i��
�� trustedi � smi

��� end loop�

Figure �" From IRIS �PR�Sx
 to �Sx �code for pi

Theorem  The algorithm described in Figure  constructs a failure detector of the class �Sx in the
IRIS �PR�Sx

 model�

Proof The property PR�Sx
states that there is a set Q of x processes containing a correct process p� and a

round r� such that� for any round r� � r� smr�

i is empty �then pi has crashed� or sm
r�

� � smr�

i � Due to the

assignment trustedi � smr�

i executed during each round r� � r� this immediately translates as �there is
a set Q of x processes containing a correct process p� and a time � after which p� is always trusted by the
correct processes of Q � �Theorem �

��� From IRIS �PR��y� to a failure detector of the class ��y

Figure � builds a failure detector of the class ��y from IRIS �PR��y � It has the same structure as the
previous algorithm� The only lines that is modi�ed are the initialization line and line �� The aim of this new
line is to take into account the property of PR��y �recall that wait�free is when t � n� ��

��� init ri � 	� nb ci � �t� �� y�

�
� loop forever ri � ri � ��
��� smi � IS �ri ��restricted w snapshot�i��
�� if �i� �� � ��ri � �� mod n� then nb ci � max�t� �� y� n� jsmij� end if

��� end loop�

Figure �" From IRIS �PR��y  to ��y �code for pi

Theorem � The algorithm described in Figure � constructs a failure detector of the class ��y in the
IRIS �PR��y  model�

Proof The proof is nearly the same as for Theorem �� It is left to the reader� �Theorem �

��� From IRIS�PR��� to a failure detector of the class ��

Figure �	 considers the case z � �� It consequently builds a failure detector of the class � �single leader
from IRIS �PR�� Its structure is a little bit more involved than the previous algorithms� At each round� a
process pi writes in the corresponding one�shot immediate snapshot object �line � the processes it has seen
as participating to the previous round �their indexes are kept in prev smi� Then� pi computes �lines ��!
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the smallest set �smin among the the prev smj sets that have been seen by the processes pj it perceives as
participating in the current round �these sets are ordered by the containment property� It then elects as its
current leader �whose index is kept in leadersi the process with the smallest index in smin �line �� and
updates prev smi for the next round �line 
�

��� init ri � 	� prev smi � �� leadersi � fig

�
� loop forever ri � ri � ��
��� smi � IS �ri ��restricted w snapshot�� i� prev smi ���
�� let smin be the set such that

��� �� �� smin �� smi� 	 � � j� smj �� smi � smin � smj��
��� leadersi � min�smin��
��� prev smi � fj � � j�� �� smig
��� end loop�

Figure �	" From IRIS �PR� to � �code for pi

Theorem � The algorithm described in Figure �� constructs a failure detector of the class � in the IRIS �PR�
model�

Proof Due to the property PR�� there are a process p� and a round r after which� at any round
r� � r� the IS �r ��restricted w snapshot� invocation issued by p� is always set�linearized before all the other
IS �r ��restricted w snapshot� invocations� Consequently� at each round r� � r� we have sm� � f� �� f�g �g�
It follows from the containment property of the immediate snapshot that each process pj that executes the

round r� is such that f� �� f�g �g � smr�

j � Consequently� when pj executes line �� we have leadersj � �� It
follows that after r� all the processes have the same leader p�� The observation that� as p� executes all the
rounds� it is correct� completes the proof of the theorem� �Theorem 

As it is more involved� the construction of a failure detector of the class �z from IRIS�PR�z is presented
in Appendix B�

� From IRIS �PRC � to the read�write model with C

This section presents a simulation from IRIS �PRC  to the read�write model equipped with a failure detector
of the class C� for any pair �C�PRC such that there is an algorithm A that builds a failure detector of
the class C in the IRIS�PRC model� �Examples of such algorithms A have been described in Section 

for the three failure detector classes �Sx� ��y and �z� Although the simulation is not wait�free �it is
only non�blocking� Theorem �� it is then used to derive that the base read�write mode equipped with a
failure detector of class C and the corresponding IRIS�PRC have the same computational power� as far as
wait�free agreement tasks are concerned �Theorem �	�

Notation In the rest of the paper� the function maxcw� denotes the component�wise maximum of the size
n vectors passed as input parameters� Correct denotes the set of processes that are correct in the considered
run�

�� The general simulation

Principles of the simulation The algorithm extends the simulation given in ��� to the context of the
read�write model equipped with failure detectors� �That construction can be seen as an �appropriate merge 
of the algorithm described in ��� with a generalization of the algorithm described in Figure �!�

An algorithm B in this model performs local computations� write�� snapshot� and fd query� operations�
Without loss of generality� we assume that �i B is a full information deterministic algorithm�� �ii �as in ���

�In a full information algorithm� when a process writes� it writes all its causal past� and when it reads� it becomes aware of
the causal past associated with the value it reads�
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the kth value written by a process is k �consequently� a snapshot of the shared memory can be represented as
a vector made up of n integers and� ��� a write� is always followed by a snapshot�� So we have to simulate
three kinds operation� namely write snapshot�� snapshot� and fd query�� A simulation of write snapshot� is
a shortcut for a simulation of the sequence write�# snapshot�� Each invocation fd query� returns the current
value of the failure detector� according to the underlying failure detector class C�

init ri � 	� sm snapi����n�� ���� � � � ����� sm esti����n�� �	� � � � � 	��
for each � � � do viewi���� � end for

function simulate�op���
��� if op�� � write snapshot�� then sm esti�i�� sm esti�i� � � end if � r starti � ri�
�
� repeat ri � ri � ��
��� isi � IS �ri��restricted w snapshot�� i� sm esti� viewi�����ri � ��� ���
�� viewi�ri��

�
� i� f� j� sm estj ��� j� sm estj �� �� smig �

�
�

��� for each � � f�� � � � � ri � �g do viewi����
S
viewj ��j���viewj��isi

viewj ��� end for�

��� fd output i � current value of the failure detector computed from viewi����ri��
��� sm esti � maxcwfsm estj �� j� sm estj �� �� isig�
��� if

�
�� � r starti � � � �� smin �� j � smin � � j� smin �� viewi���

�

� there is a a smallest snapshot in viewi�r starti��ri� that is known by pi �
��� then let �� be the greatest round � ri that satis�es the previous predicate�
��	� smini � the smallest snapshot in viewi��

���
���� sm snapi � maxcwfsm estj �� j� sm estj �� sminig�
��
� end if �
���� if op�� is snapshot�� or write snapshot��
��� then case �j j � j� sm estj �� �� isi � sm estj � sm esti� then return �sm esti�
���� �sm snapi�i� � sm esti�i�� then return �sm snapi�
���� other cases then skip

���� end case

���� else return �fd outputi �
���� end if

�
	� end repeat�

Figure ��" From IRIS �PRC  to the read�write model equipped with C �code for pi

Variables The algorithm described in Figure �� implements the following three operations snapshot��
fd query�� and write snapshot� in IRIS �PRC � To attain this goal� it uses an in�nite number of immediate
snapshot objects IS ���� IS ���� � � � shared by the processes� Each process manages the following local variables"

� ri �initialized to 	 is a round number� fd outputi is a local variable that contains the last failure
detector value obtained from IRIS �PRC �

� Each process maintains a vector of integers� denoted sm esti����n�� that represents its current estimate
of the state of the shared memory� More explicitly� sm esti�j� denotes the value �a sequence number
associated with the last write announced by pj �as known by pi� It is important to notice that this
write has been announced by pj but maybe has not yet been committed in the shared memory� That
array is initialized to �	� � � � � 	��

Similarly� the array sm snapi����n� represents the last snapshot of the shared memory� obtained by pi�
Its value is ���� � � � ���� �i�e�� unde�ned until pi has computed a snapshot value�

The aim of the function simulate� is to provide pi with an estimate of the shared memory that ��
takes into account its last write operation �if it is write snapshot�� and �� is as recent as possible�

� viewi������ is an in�nite array �each entry of which is initialized to � such that viewi�
�� � � 
 � ri�
contains a set of pairs� i�e��

viewi�
� � f� j�� sm estj� ��� j�� sm estj� �� � � � g�
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and each sm estj� is in turn such that

sm estj� � f� k�� sm estk� ��� k�� sm estk� �� � � � g�

The local variable viewi�
� aggregates the �knowledge that pi has obtained as far as the values smj

returned to the processes pj from IS �
� are concerned� During each round r� pi improves its �knowledge 
of viewi�
� for each 
 � r �the values of viewi�
� are computed at lines � and !�

Process behavior If the current operation to simulate is a write snapshot� operation� pi increases sm esti�i�
to announce that it wants to write the shared memory �line �� In all cases� it updates r starti� that records
the round at which pi starts simulating the operation�

Then� pi enters a loop �lines ����� It will exit that loop when it executes a return� statement at line ���
�! or �
� Each execution of a loop body corresponds to a new round� The behavior of a process pi during a
round r� can be decomposed into three parts�

�� Part �" lines ����
A process pi �rst invokes IS �r��restricted w snapshot�� i� sm esti� viewi��� � � � � ri � �� � �line � in
order to write in the shared immediate snapshot object IS �r� �� its current estimate of the shared
memory �sm esti and �� everything it knows concerning the previous rounds �viewi�����r���� Then�
according to the value it has obtained from the IS �r� object� pi computes its current view associated
with the round r �line �� updates its knowledge on immediate snapshots returned in the previous
rounds �line !� and �nally computes the current output of the failure detector �line ��

�� Part �" lines 
����
During this part� a process pi determines its view of the shared memory� First� according to what it
has learned during this round �kept in isi� pi updates its estimate of the shared memory �line 
� To
do so� it computes the maximum component�wise �denoted maxcw of the estimate vectors sm estj
it sees in its immediate snapshot of round r� While there is a smallest immediate snapshot for each
object IS �
�� it is possible that pi does not know such a snapshot� �Let us recall� that� due to the
containment property provided by the immediate snapshot objects� the smallest snapshot provided by
IS �
� is included in the snapshot obtained by each process that invokes IS �
�� but that process does
not necessarily knows it explicitly� So� the next thing that pi does is the determination of the last
smallest snapshot that it can know� If there is a more recent one� pi keeps it in smini �lines ���� and
computes in sm snapi the corresponding value of the shared memory �line ��� If pi cannot improve
its smallest snapshot �i�e�� �nd a more recent one� it keeps the previous one�

�� Part �" lines ������
In this last part� a process pi terminates the current round r� If the simulated operation was fd query��
pi simply returns the current output of the failure detector �line ��� Otherwise� the operation was
snapshot� or write snapshot� �line ��� There are three cases�

� If the immediate snapshot isi that pi has obtained from the IS �r� object is such that all the
processes pj that appear in isi have the same estimate of the shared memory as pi �test of line
��� then the operation issued by pi succeeds" it is committed in the shared memory and its local
estimate sm esti is consequently a valid snapshot �i�e�� a snapshot that can be totally ordered
�in a consistent way� with the other operations� Hence� sm esti is returned as the result of the
simulation of the operation op��

When the estimate vectors in isi satisfy the predicate of line ��� it follows from the containment
property of immediate snapshots that the estimates vectors in the smallest immediate snapshot of
round r also satisfy the predicate� Due to fact that an est smi is a component�wise maximum� this
implies that each estimate computed at rounds greater or equal to r is component�wise greater
or equal to the vector returned by pi� Hence� any operation that starts at a round � r may only
return the same vector or a vector that is component�wise greater or equal to it�
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� It is possible that the previous test �line �� be false for pi
� but pi observes it last operation

announced �that is identi�ed sm esti�i� in an estimate that appears in some smallest immediate
snapshot smini �line �!� pi can safely return the component�wise maximum of the estimates
sm snapi in this immediate snapshot since� as in the previous case� any operation that starts
at a round � r may only return the same vector or a vector that is component�wise greater or
equal to it� Moreover� no operation that terminates at a round � r starti �pi starts simulating
its operation at round r starti � � can return a vector strictly greater that sm snapi� This is
because smini is returned at some round during which pi is simulating its current operation�

� In the other cases �line ��� the simulated operation cannot terminate� The process pi starts
consequently a new round to try to terminate the current operation�

Let us observe that a failure detector query always terminates� Di�erently� the termination of a
snapshot� operation or a write snapshot� operation depends on the property PRC embedded in
IRIS �PRC �

�� Proof of the general simulation

Preliminaries Let xri denote the value of local variable x at process pi by the end of round r �i�e�� before
pi executes ri � r��� Among all the immediate snapshots returned by restricted w snapshot� invocations
on object IS�r�� sminr is the smallest immediate snapshot returned� As the immediate snapshots returned
by IS�r��write snapshot� invocations are ordered by containment� sminr is well de�ned�

Let sm value be a snapshot of the simulated shared memory returned at line �� or at line �! by an of
simulate�op� where op � fwrite��write snapshot�g� sm value is associated with the pair �r� sminr if one
of the following conditions holds"

� sm value is returned at line �� and when this happens� ri � r�

� sm value is returned at line �! and the smallest snapshot from which sm value is computed �lines
���� is returned by restricted w invocation� on object IS �r��

Let us observe that� in both cases� sm value is the component�wise maximum of all the estimates in sminr�
i�e�� sm value � maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� �� sminrg� If sm value is returned at line �� by process
pi at round r� all the estimates observed by pi in isri are equal to sm value� It then follows from the con�
tainment property of immediate snapshots that all estimates in sminr are also equal to sm value�

The �rst part of the proof show that the operations on the shared memory can be totally ordered�

Lemma 	 Let sminr �resp�� sminr
�

� be the smallest snapshot returned at round r �resp� r�� and let
sm value � maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� �� sminrg �resp�� sm value� � maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� ��
sminr

�

g� r � r� � sm value � sm value��

Proof If r � r�� the Lemma directly follows from the fact that� given a round� the smallest immediate
snapshot returned at that round is uniquely de�ned� Therefore� let us assume that r � r�� The proof is
based on the two following observations" �O� �
��i " maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� �� smin�g � sm est�i
and� �O� �
��i " sm est�i � sm est���i �

Let pi be a process such that � i���� �� sminr
�

� Due to observation O�� sm value � sm estri � More�

over� it follows from observation O� that sm estri � sm estr
���
i � As pi writes sm estr

���
i at round r� and pi

belongs to the smallest immediate snapshot sminr
�

� we obtain have sm estr
���
i � sm value�� Since this is

true �j "� j���� �� sminr
�

� we conclude that sm value � sm value��

Proof of Observation O�� Let pi be a process that obtains an immediate snapshot is�i at round 
� Due to the
containment property� smin� 	 is�i � As pi updates its estimate vector by taking the maximum component�
wise of all estimate vectors it observes in is�i � it follows that maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� �� smin�g �
sm est�i � End of the proof of Observation O��

If both conditions at lines �� or �� are simultaneously satis�ed� one of them is arbitrarily selected�
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Proof of Observation O�� Let pi be a process that updates its estimate at round 
 � �� Due to the self
inclusion property of immediate snapshots� pi observes sm est�i in the immediate snapshot it obtains at round

� �� As pi updates sm esti by taking the component�wise maximum over all the estimates it observes� it
follows that sm est�i � sm est���i � End of the proof of Observation O�� �Lemma �

Lemma 
 Let sm val be the value returned by the k�th invocation of simulate�write snapshot� by process
pi� sm val�i� � k�

Proof Let us �rst observe that for each simulate�write snapshot� invocation issued by pi� pi increments
sm esti�i� �line � and no process �� pi increments est smj �i�� When pi returns� either sm val�i� � sm esti�i�
�line �! or sm val � sm est �line ��� from which we conclude that sm val�i� � k� �Lemma �

Lemma � Let us assume that sm val is returned at round r as a result of a simulation of a write snapshot�
or snapshot�� If pj has not started simulating its k�th write snapshot� at round r� then sm val�j� � k�

Proof At process pi� sm esti�j� � k is always due to the fact that process pj has executed sm estj �j�� k�
This occurs only when pj starts simulating a new write snapshot� operation �line �� �Lemma �

The next lemma shows that the write� and snapshot� operations can be totally ordered� Moreover� in
this order� each snapshot� operations returns the values written by the last write operations that precede
it� In addition� this order is consistent with a notion of time denoted �round�time de�ned below� Relevant
events are the beginning and the end of write� or snapshot� operations� Such an event occurs when the
corresponding invocation of simulate� starts or ends� The round�time of an event is a pair �r� id where r is
a round number and id is the identity of the process that writes or reads� The simulation of an operation op
by pi involves invocations of restricted w snapshot� on objects IS �rs�� IS �rs � ��� � � � � IS �re�� Let �

s
op and �eop

be the time at which op starts and ends at process pi� respectively� We de�ne �sop � �rs� i and �eop � �re� i�
Round times are totally ordered in the obvious way�

Lemma � There is a total order on the simulated write� and snapshot� operations that ��� respects their
round�time occurrence� and ��� such that any snapshot� operation obtains the values written by the last write
operations that precede it in this sequence�

Proof Let us �rst remind that an invocation of simulate�write snapshot� simulates a write� followed by
a snapshot�� The k�th write operations of process pi is e�ective if there exists a vector sm value returned
as a result of a simulate�op invocation such that sm value�i� � k� All write operations whose associated
simulate�write snapshot� invocation terminates are e�ective� Some of the write operations whose associated
simulate�write snapshot� invocation does not terminate are e�ective� others are not� Intuitively� an e�ective
write is a write whose value is seen by other processes� Finally� let an e�ective snapshot be a snapshot
operation such that the associated simulate�snapshot� invocation terminates�

For each simulated e�ective operation op � fwrite�� snapshotg� we associate a timestamp ts�op �
�vop� rop where vop is a vector of integers and rop a round number� A snapshot� operation op is as�
sociated with the vector sm value returned as the result of the corresponding simulate�snapshot� or
simulate�write snapshot�� Such a vector is uniquely associated with a pair �sminr� r �see the prelim�
inaries� We de�ne rop � r� For a write operation� let us us consider the k�th write� issued by pi
and let us assume that this operation is e�ective� Then there is a vector sm value returned such that
sm value�i� � k� Moreover� as we observed in the preliminaries� there exists r such that sm value �
maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� �� sminrg� Let rm be the smallest round number such that sm value �
maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� �� sminrg� The write operation is associated with �vop� rop such that
vop � maxcwfsm est "� �� sm est�� �� sminrmg and rop � rm�

As each vop is the component�wise maximum over all the estimates in the smallest immediate snapshot
of round rop� it follows from Lemma � that that all timestamps can be totally ordered� Moreover� we have
rs � rop � re where rs and re are the rounds at which the simulation of the operation starts and ends� �If
the simulation does not terminate� re ���
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Let us de�ne a total order S on all the e�ective operations as follows� The operations are �rst ordered
in S according to their timestamp� If several operations have the same timestamp� the writes are ordered
before the reads� Writes �resp� reads are then ordered according to the round�time at which they start�
The next two claims establish that S respects the round�time occurrence of write and snapshot operation
and snapshots return values consistent with S�

Claim C� " S respects the round�time occurrence of operations�
Proof of the claim C� Let us consider two operations op� and op� such that op� precedes op� in the round�
time order� Let �� � �r�� id� be the round time at which op� ends and �� � �r�� id��� �� be the round
time at which op� starts and let �vop�� rop�� �vop�� rop� be their associated timestamp Let us observe that
we have rop� � r� � r� � rop�� It consequently follows from the de�nition timestamps and lemma � that
�vop�� rop� � �vop�� rop�� The only case to discuss is then �vop�� rop� � �vop�� rop�� If op� and op� are two
operations of the same type or op� is a write and op� is a snapshot� op� is ordered before op� is S� In the
remaining case �op� is a read and op� is a write� say the k�th simulated write of pi� we have �� vop��i� � k
�Lemma � and �� vop��i� � k �Lemma �" contradiction with vop� � vop�� End of the proof of claim C��

Claim C� " Any snapshot operation obtains the values written by the last writes that precede it in S�
Proof of the claim C� Let us consider a snapshot operation s and let �v� r be its timestamp� The result of
this snapshot operation is then v� Let us assume that v�i� � k� It follows from lemma � that pi writes at
least k times� Let wk be this operation and wk�� be the k���th write operation of pi �if any� According to
the de�nition of timestamp and Lemma �� all operations op that precede wk in S have a timestamp �vop�rop
such that vop�i� � k� Consequently� wk is ordered before s in S� The vector wk�� in the timestamp of wk��

is such that wk���i� � k � �� As all vectors in timestamps are ordered� v � wk��� i�e�� wk�� is ordered after
s in S� End of the proof of claim C�� �Lemma 	

The �rst part of the proof has addressed the �safety part of simulation� In the following we address
the liveness part� We show that the simulation is non�blocking� To do so� we consider runs in which
each process invokes in�nitely often simulate�op� op � fsnapshot�write snapshot� fd queryg �until it possibly
crashes� In such run each correct process invokes restricted w snapshot� in�nitely many often� Given a run
in the IRIS�PRC model in which some processes invoke in�nitely many often restricted w snapshot�� we
de�ne a relation � between processes as follows" pi � pj if pi sees pj taking an in�nite number of steps�
Consequently� pi � pj if fr "� j���� �� isri g is in�nite� Let us observe that the relation � is re&exive�
transitive and antisymmetric� from which we have that �Correct�� is a partially ordered set� Let Clmin be
the set of correct processes that are seen in�nitely many often by all other correct processes� More precisely�
Clmin � fpi " �pj � Correct� pj � pig� It follows from the properties of the relation � that Clmin �� ��

The next lemmas consider processes pi that belong to Clmin and establish that �� each operation sim�
ulated by pi terminates� and �� the values returned by the �simulated operations of pi may have been
returned in some run of the read�write model equipped with a failure detector of class C in which each
process pj �� Clmin is faulty�

Lemma  �R " �pi � Clmin��r � R " �� j���� �� sminr 
 �� j���� �� isri � pj � Clmin�

Proof Let pi � Clmin and pj �� Clmin� It follows from the de�nition of the class Clmin that pj is seen �directly
or indirectly by pi �nitely many often� More precisely� �rj such that �r � rj "� j���� ��� isri � Moreover�
for r � rj � � j���� ��� sminr� Otherwise� due to the containment property of immediate snapshots� we
would have � j���� �� isri � Taking R � maxfrj " pj �� Clming completes the proof� �Lemma �

Lemma � Let r � n be a round number and pi be a process that completes the round r� When ri � r�
�r� " r � n � r� � r such that the predicate of line  is satis�ed for 
 � r� �i��e�� by the end of the round r�
pi knows the smallest immediate snapshot returned by the restricted w snapshot� invocations on the object
IS�r����

Proof We prove the lemma by induction� Let RA� �k the following property"

j
�

r�k���r

is�i j � k � �r�� rk � r� � r " sminri � sminr
�

�
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where sminri is the smallest immediate snapshot computed by pi during round r�

� RA� ��� In that case jisri j � �� Thus� the smallest snapshot returned at round r has cardinality �� is
returned by pi and therefore known by pi�

� RA� �k� RA� �k � �� We consider two cases"

� �j � sminr�k " �
� r�k�� � 
 � r " j � is�i � Let j � sminr�k� There exists a round r�� r�k � r�

and r� � r such that j � isr
�

i � At round r�� pj writes all the snapshots it has obtained in the
previous rounds �line �� In particular� when it invokes IS �r���restricted w snapshot�� �� viewj ��

� j� sminr�k �� viewj �r � k�� Consequently� as j � isr
�

i � we have � j� sminr�k �� viewr�

i �r � k�
after pi has updated viewi at round r� �line !� It then follows that� at round r� �j � sminr�k "�
j� sminr�k �� viewr

i �r � k�� from which we conclude that the predicate of line � is satis�ed for

 � r � k�

� �j � sminr�k " �
� r�k�� � 
 � r " j �� is�i � The case assumption implies that j
S
r�k���r is

�
i j �

k� Consequently� due to RA� �k� �r� " r � k � r� � r such that sminri � sminr
�

� �Lemma �

Lemma � Let pi � Clmin� Each invocation of simulate�op issued by pi terminates�

Proof Let pi � Clmin and let us consider an operation op simulated by pi� It directly follows from
the protocol text that any invocation of simulate�fd query� terminates� So let us consider that op �
fwrite snapshot� snapshotg and let us assume that the simulation of op does not terminate� Let k be the value
of sm esti�i� when pi starts the repeat loop while simulating op� r� denotes the round at which pi starts
simulating op�

First� as processes update their estimate by taking the maximum component�wise of the estimates they
see in their immediate snapshots� it follows from the de�nition of the class Clmin that there is a round r�
such that �r � r���pj � Clmin " sm estrj �i� � k� Second� after some round r�� the smallest immediate
snapshot contains only estimates written by processes � Clmin �Lemma �� Finally� with a large enough
number of invocations of restricted w snapshot�� pi can discover the smallest immediate snapshot returned
at some round r � max�r�� r�� r� �Lemma 
� By piecing together these three observations� we obtain that
pi eventually computes a snapshot of the shared memory sm snapi such that sm snapi�i� � k� Consequently�
pi eventually evaluates the predicate of line �! to true and completes the simulation of op" a contradiction�

�Lemma 

The next theorem shows that the algorithm depicted in Figure �� provides a non�blocking simulation of
the read�write model equipped with a failure detector of class C in the IRIS �PRC model�

Theorem � By invoking sequentially in�nitely often �until they possibly crash� simulate�op� processes sim�
ulate a run in the read�write model equipped with a failure detector of class C in which at least one process is
correct� Moreover� each process that is correct in the simulated read�write run is correct in the IRIS�PRC
run�

Proof In the simulated read�write run� relevant events are fd query�� the end and the beginning of write�
and snapshot� operations� Such an events e is associate with a round time �re� ide �see the discussion that
precedes Lemma ! where re is the round in the IRIS�PRC at which the simulation of the corresponding
operations starts or ends� ide is the identity of the process that simulates the operation� In the simulated
read�write run� let us de�ne the �real time rte at which e occurs to be n�re � �ide � ��

According to this notion of �real time � let us de�ne a failure pattern fprw as follows� A process is rw�
correct if it terminates in�nitely many operations� Otherwise it is rw�faulty� Let rns be a round such that
no rw�faulty process starts simulating an operation after round rns and no operations issued by a rw�faulty
process terminates after rns� Let Rf � max�R��� rns where R is the round number introduced in Lemma
�� We de�ne the real time at which rw�faulty processes crash to be n�Rf � This failure pattern fprw induces
a set of correct process Correctrw � According to the de�nition of fprw� there are in�nitely many operations
issued by each process � Correctrw in the simulated read�write run and �nitely many operations issued by
processes �� Correctrw �

The simulation is correct and non�blocking if we can show that� according to the time notion de�ned
above and the failure pattern fprw� the simulated �in�nite read�write run satis�es the following properties"
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�� write� and snapshot� operations are linearizable according to their occurrence order in the simulated
read�write run�

�� The occurrence order of the simulated operations is consistent with fprw �i�e�� each pi � Correctrw
issues �and completes� in�nitely many operations� and no process �� Correctrw starts or terminates an
operation after it has crashed�

�� Correctrw �� � �no trivial simulation�

�� At each process� the failure detector output is valid according to the speci�cation of class C with
respect to the failure pattern fprw�

!� A process � Correctrw is correct from the point of view of the IRIS�PRC run�

Proof of properties �� �� �� � and ��
�� This is stated and proved in Lemma !�

�� This directly follows from the de�nition of fprw�

�� Let pi � Clmin� It follows from Lemma � that pi simulates in�nitely many operations from which we
have pi � Correctrw � Then Clmin 	 Correctrw � and� as Clmin �� �� Correctrw �� ��

�� Let us �rst consider the simulation of the failure detector output at a process pi � Clmin� It follows
from Lemma � that� after round Rf � R� no process �� Clmin is seen by processes � Clmin� For those
processes� there is no mean to distinguish the actual IRIS�PRC run from a run in which processes
�� Clmin fail before starting round Rf � Consequently� the value returned by a fd query� that occurs at
a time � n�Rf �simulated at a round � Rf in IRIS �PRC is valid with respect to fprw� �Simulating
fd query� at round � Rf � pi cannot distinguish between its current view and a view in which processes
�� Correctrw fail before executing round Rf � i�e�� fails at time Rf �n in the corresponding simulated
read�write run�

Finally� due to the correctness of the algorithm that emulates the failure detector� the output of the
failure detector at a process �� Clmin is consistent with the output at processes �� Clmin�

!� For a rw�correct process pi� there are in�nitely many operations in the simulated read�write run� This
implies that pi executes an in�nite number of rounds in IRIS�PRC� i�e�� pi is correct�

End of the Proof of properties �� �� �� � and �� �Theorem �

Finally� observing that a non�blocking simulation is equivalent to wait�free solvability for agreement tasks�
we obtain the following theorem�

Theorem �� Let C be a failure detector class and IRIS �PRC be the corresponding iterated restricted im�
mediate snapshot model� Let us assume that there are two algorithm A� and A� such that ��� A� implements
IRIS�PRC in the read�write model equipped with a failure detector of class C and� ��� A� builds a failure
detector of the class C in IRIS�PRC� An agreement task T is solvable in IRIS�PRC if and only if it is
wait free solvable in the read�write model equipped with a failure detector of class C�

Proof Let us �rst consider the � direction� Let A be an algorithm that solves T in the IRIS �PRC 
model� It follows that by stacking A on top of the algorithm A� we obtain an algorithm that solves T in the
read�write model equipped with a failure detector of the class C�

Let us now consider the � direction� Let A be an algorithm that solves the task T in the read�write
model equipped with a failure detector of the class C� As the simulation is non�blocking� at least one process
will eventually decide�

On another side� some correct processes may be failed in the simulated read�write execution� In order
to help those processes to decide� a process that has decided executes forever the repeat loop in the code of
simulate�� writing �at line � its decision value �in addition to the value speci�ed� As we are concerned with
agreement tasks� a process that observes such a decision value can then locally compute its own decision�
More precisely� let us consider a process pi � Clmin� Such a process will eventually decide� either directly
�Lemma �� or indirectly �observing the decision value of another process� As a process � Clmin is seen
in�nitely often by all the correct processes� it follows that all the correct processes eventually see the decision
of pi� �Theorem ��
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� Bene�ting from the IRIS �PRC � model

��� Characterizing wait�free solvable tasks

The previous characterization in the IRIS�PRC framework of the synchrony achievable by the failure
detector families f�Sxg��x�n� f�zg��z�n� and f��yg��y�n can be used to study their computational
power in the read�write shared memory model� As a particular example� we have the following�

Theorem �� The k�set agreement problem is not solvable in a read�write shared memory system with a
failure detector of the class �z if k � z�

This result was proved in ���� by reduction to a similar impossibility for f�Sxg proved in ��	� using
combinatorial topology techniques from ����� A simple proof of the theorem is described next�

Consider the IRIS �PR�z  model� Notice that all runs of the IIS model where are most z processes are
correct �and the others crash initially are runs of the IRIS �PR�z  model� This is because these processes
do not see a write by any other process �i�e�� their views are always contained in a set L of size at most z�
as required by property PR�z property� But it is known that in the IIS model of z processes� �z � ��set
agreement is not solvable ��� �because it is similar to a wait�free system of z processes�

More generally� thanks to Theorem �	� the IRIS�PRC allows characterizing the agreement tasks wait�free
solvable in the read�write model enriched with a failure detector of the class C�

��� The failure detector classes Sx�q and �Sx�q

To illustrate the advantage of the IRIS�PRC framework when one is interested in lower bounds� this section
gives a new proof of the lower bound for the k�set agreement problem� That lower bound� conjectured in
����� has been proved in ��	� in the context of t�resilient message�passing systems� using techniques borrowed
from combinatorial topology� The new proof is on the wait�free case �t � n � � in the read�write model
enriched with a failure detector of the class �Sx�q� Technically speaking� the problem is reduced to the
question of the k�set agreement wait�free solvability� No topology notion is required�

The family f�Sx�qg��x�n���q�x extends the notion of limited scope failure detector to a system where
the processes are partitioned into multiple disjoint clusters� There are q disjoint clusters denoted X�� � � � � Xq�
where jXij � xi� X �

S
��i�q Xi and x �

Pq

i�� xi� Informally� there is a process that is never suspected in
each cluster Xi� More speci�cally� the variable trustedi provided by a failure detector of the class �Sx�q
contains the identities of the processes that are believed to be currently alive� When j � trustedi we say
�pi trusts pj � By de�nition� a crashed process trusts all the processes� The failure detector class �Sx�q is
de�ned by the following properties"

� Strong completeness� There is a time after which every faulty process is never trusted by every correct
process�

� Eventual weak �x� q�accuracy� There are q disjoint sets X�� � � � � Xq of cumulatively x processes� q
processes p�� � X�� � � � � p�q � Xq and a ��nite time � such that each process of Xi trusts p�i �

The time � � the set X�� � � � � Xq and the processes p�i are not explicitly known� Moreover� some or all
processes of Xi may be faulty �A cluster Xi of faulty processes trivially satis�es �x� q�accuracy�

As in Section ���� we use the following equivalent formulation of �Sx�q ����� assuming the local variable
controlled by the failure detector is repri�

� Eventual �x� q�common representative� There are q disjoint sets X�� � � � � Xq of cumulatively x processes�
q processes p�� � X�� � � � � p�q � Xq � and a ��nite time � after which� for any correct process pj � we
have j � Xi � reprj � �i and j ��

S
��i�q Xi � reprj � j�

Clearly� a failure detector that satis�es the previous property can be transformed into one of the class
�Sx�q �de�ne trustedi � freprig� Conversely� one can easily extend the algorithm in ���� that transforms
a failure detector of class �Sx into a failure detector satisfying the limited eventual common representative
property to the context of the family f�Sx�qg��x�n���q�x�
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��� The lower bounds

The lower bounds established in ��	� are on are on t�resilient asynchronous message�passing systems �i�e��
systems prone to up to t process crashes� They are the following�

� If the system is equipped with Sx�q� any k�set agreement protocol must satisfy t � k � x � q if q � k
and t � x otherwise�

� If the system is equipped with �Sx�q� any k�set agreement protocol must satisfy t � min�n� � k� x� q
if q � k and t � min�n� � x otherwise� �In the shared memory context� the requirement t � n

� is no
longer needed� and the lower bound becomes t � min�k � x� q�

��� IRIS �PR�Sx �q�

The property PR�Sx�q
extends the property PR�Sx

in a natural way� Informally� PR�Sx�q
is satis�ed if PR�Sxi

is satis�ed for each cluster Xi�

PR�Sx�q  �X�� � � � � Xq " j
�

��j�q

Xj j � x � �� � j � k � q " Xj �Xk � ��

���� � � � � �q " �� � j � q " �j � Xj �

�r " �r� � r��� � j � q " �i � Xj � f�jg � �smr�

i � � 
 smr�

�j
� smr�

i �

This property states that� for each cluster Xi� there is a process p�i that� from some round r� always belongs
to the view of the processes of Xi that have not crashed�

��� IRIS�PR�Sx�q� vs read�write model equipped with �Sx�q

Building IRIS �PR�Sx�q
 An algorithm that simulates the IRIS �PR�Sx

 model from one�shot immediate
snapshot objects is described in Figure !� One can easily check that this algorithm� when used with the
representative variable repri based de�nition of the class �Sx�q builds IRIS �PR�Sx�q

� Thus� we obtain"

Theorem �	 Assuming a basic R�W model equipped with a failure detector of the class �Sx�q� the algorithm
described in Figure 
 is a simulation of the IRIS �PR�Sx�q

 computation model�

From IRIS �PR�Sx�q
 to a failure detector of the class �Sx�q A very simple algorithm implementing

�Sx from IRIS �PR�Sx
 has been described in Figure �� The set trustedi is permanently updated to smi�

where smi is the last invocation restricted w snapshot�i� Again� one can easily check that executing this
algorithm in the IRIS �PR�Sx�q

 model implements a failure detector of the class �Sx�q�

Theorem �
 The algorithm described in Figure  constructs a failure detector of the class �Sx�q in the
IRIS �PR�Sx�q

 model�

Proof The property PR�Sx�q
states that there are q disjoint sets X�� � � � � Xq of cumulatively x processes and

q processes p�� � X�� � � � � p�q � Xq and a round r after which� �j " � � j � q� �j belongs to the views smr�

i of

the processes pi of Xj that have not yet crashed� Due to the assignment trustedi � smr�

i executed during
each round r� � r� this immediately translates as �there are q disjoint sets X�� � � � � Xq of cumulatively x
processes� q processes p�� � X�� � � � � p�q � Xq and a time � after which� for each � � j �� p�j is not suspected
by the processes of Xj � �Theorem ��

��
 Lower Bound

To prove the lower bound the following strategy is used� Given k � n� x� q� let us assume that there is an
algorithm A that solves wait�free solves the k�set agreement problem in the basic read�write model equipped
with a failure detector of the class �Sx�q� From the Theorems �� and ��� the conditions required by the
Theorem �	 hold� We can consequently conclude that there is an algorithm B that solves k�set agreement in
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the IRIS �PR�Sx�q
 model� Then� analyzing a class of admissible runs in IRIS �PR�Sx�q

 model� it is possible
to derive �from the algorithm B a solution to the k�set agreement problem for �k � n� x� q processes in
the IIS model� which is known to be impossible ���� �� ��� ����

Theorem �� There is no algorithm that wait�free solves k�set agreement for n processes in the read�write
model equipped with a failure detector of the class �Sx�q� for k � n� x� q�

Proof From the previous discussion� there is an algorithm B that solves the k�set agreement task in the
IRIS �PR�Sx�q

 model� We restrict our attention to a particular class of executions E de�ned iterated models�
Let us partition the set of processes in two sets" the low�order processes L � fp�� � � � � pn�x�qg and the high�
order processes H � fpn�x�q��� � � � � png� E is a subset of all �in�nite executions admissible in the IIS
model� Moreover� in an execution e � E� there is at least one low�order process that is correct and� at each
round� low�order processes that have not yet crashed are scheduled before any high�order process� In other
words� a low order process pi never observes a high order process in its view smi� More formally� an iterated
execution e belongs to E i� the two following conditions hold"

� �pi � L " �r " smr
i �� ��

� �r��pi � L��pj � H " �smr
i �� � � smr

j �� �� smr
i � smr

j �

Let us observe �observation O� that all wait�free runs in which only a subset of low�ordered processes
participate are included in E� We next show that all executions that belong to E are admissible in the
IRISPR�Sx�q

model �observation O��
Let e � E� There is a low�order process p� that takes in�nitely many steps in e� W�l�o�g�� let us assume

that p� � pq �as n � x � 	� n� x � q � q� i�e�� pq is a low�order process� Consider the following q sets of
processes" X� � fp�g� � � � � Xq�� � fpq��g and Xq � fpqg � H � These sets are disjoint and j

S
��i�Xij �

q�����jH j � q�x�q � x� De�ne �� � �� �� � �� � � � � �q � q� Finally� observe that �r� �j � Xq�fpqg � H �
smr

�q
� smr

j � The later follows from the fact that the low�order process pq is always set linearized before any

high�order process� To summarize� �r� �j� � � j � q� �i � Xj � f�jg " smr
i � � 
 smr

�j
� smr

i � from which
we conclude that the property PR�Sx�q

is satis�ed in the execution e�
It follows from O� that in all the wait�free runs in which only low�ordered processes participate are

included in E� Moreover� O� establishes that algorithm B is a wait�free solution to k�set agreement in E�
Consequently� B is solution to k�set agreement in the IIS model for n� �x� q processes� This would imply
a wait�free solution for n � �x � q � k processes to the k�set agreement problem in the read�write model
���� which is known to be impossible ��� ��� ���� �Theorem ��

Wait�free algorithms for solving k�set agreement for n processes in a message�passing system equipped
with a failure detector of the class Sx�q� such that q � k � n � x � q � k� are given in ��	� ���� Such
algorithms can easily be translated in the read�write model equipped with a failure detector of the class
Sx�q� Then� using the techniques developed in ����� these algorithms can be transformed to obtain solutions
in the read�write model equipped with �Sx�q� We consequently obtain the following corollary�

Corollary � Let q � k� There is a wait�free algorithm for solving k�set agreement among n processes in the
read�write model equipped with a failure detector of the class �Sx�q i� n� x� q � k�

�� Conclusion

This paper has shown that failure detectors are schedulers� the aim of which is to prevent some runs from
occurring� To that end� the paper has investigated the Iterated Immediate Snapshot �IIS model equipped
with failure detectors� It has �rst shown that enriching such a model with a failure detector does not increase
its computational power with respect to wait�free solvable tasks� Then� given a failure detector of a class
C �where C is f�Sxg��x�n� f�zg��z�n� or f��yg��y�n� it has shown that the power of C can added to
the iterated model as soon as its base write�snapshot primitive satis�es an additional requirement� giving
rise to the Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot model denoted IRIS �PRC � The paper has then shown
that that model and the classical read�write model enriched with a failure detector of three class C have the
same computational power for wait�free solvable tasks�

In addition to providing a better insight on the very nature of failure detectors� the approach followed in
the paper allows designing novel impossibility proofs� entirely based on an algorithmic reasoning �reductions�
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A A z�set agreement algorithm for the IRIS�PR�z� model

This section presents a simple algorithm that solves the z�set agreement problem in IRIS�PR�z� This
algorithm� made up of two parts �the sub�algorithms denoted z�adopt� and z�converge� in Figure ���
combines ideas from ��� ��� ��� ���� The �rst part addresses safety �at most k values are decided� while the
second part guarantees eventual decision�

The algorithm proceeds as follows� The underlying immediate snapshot objects are partitioned into
subsets of �z�� consecutive objects� In the �rst part �z�adopt� algorithm� Figure ��� a process pi invokes
sequentially the operation restricted w snapshot� on a partition on the shared immediate snapshot objects
IS�a�� � � � � IS�a� �z � ��� each invocation writing what it has obtained in the previous invocations �of the
same partition� Based on its partial view of immediate snapshots returned from IS�a�� � � � � IS�a�z�� pi tries
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to identify a smallest snapshot returned from one of the immediate snapshot objects IS�a�� � � � or IS�a� z��
If it succeeds in �nding such a smallest snapshot� it keeps it in smin�

Let us observe that� as at each immediate snapshot object IS���� a � � � �a� z� the smallest immediate
snapshot is uniquely de�ned� at most z distinct values can be adopted by the processes� As we will see in the
proof� if the property PR��z is satis�ed during the rounds a from a� �z � �� each process can identify a
smallest snapshot� It follows that� when embedding the previous algorithm IRIS �PR�z � eventually at most
z di�erent values remain in the system� As the processes do not know when this happens� it is necessary to
enrich the algorithm to allow them to decide �this constitutes the second part of the algorithm� This can
be obtained using a z�converge algorithm as proposed in ���� ���� A translation of that algorithm� suited to
the IRIS�PRC� is described in �gure ���

init ri � �� esti � vi� deci � �

loop forever

��� esti � z�adopt�esti� ri��
�
� ri � ri � �z � ��� � z�adopt uses z � � consecutive IS objects �
��� � esti� commiti �� z�converge�esti� ri��
�� ri � ri � 
� � z�converge uses 
 consecutive IS objects �
��� if �commiti� 	 �deci � �� then deci � esti end if

end loop�

Figure ��" A z�set agreement algorithm for the IRIS �PR�z  model �code for pi

The z�adopt�� algorithm Each invocation of z�adopt� has an input value� and returns an output value�
Moreover� if processes execute an in�nite sequence of invocations� there is an invocation number after which
at most z distinct values are returned by the invocations ��
� ���� More precisely�z�adopt� satisfy the
following properties"

� Termination� Any invocation of z�adopt� by a correct process returns�

� Validity� If a process gets back v from an invocation z�adopt� then there is a process that invokes
z�adopt� with value v�

� Eventual z�adoption� Let �inv�� inv�� � � �  be an in�nite sequence of z�adopt� invocations� There exists
an invocation sequence number s such that all the invocations whose sequence number is s� � s� return
at most z distinct values� ���

function z�adopt�vi�
��� hi�� � z�� ��� � � � � ��� esti � vi�
�
� for ri � � to z � � do

��� si � IS �ri��restrictred w snapshot�� i� vi� hi ���
�� for m from � to ri � � do hi�m��

S
j��j�vj �hj��si

hj �m� end for�

��� hi�ri��
�
� i� f� j� vj ��� j� vj � hj �� sig

�

��� end for�
��� for m from � to z do

��� if �� � �� smin �� hi�m� �  � j� �� smin � � j� smin �� hi�m��
��� then esti � min�vj �� � vj �� smin� end if

��	� end for

���� return�esti�

Figure ��" z�adopt algorithm �code for pi

�Another way to state this property is as follows� if the underlying iterated model satis�es PR �z� then at most z distinct
values are adopted�
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Proof of the algorithm Validity and Termination directly follow from the algorithm text� To prove
eventual z�adoption� we show that when the property PR��z is established� a process is able to identify a
smallest snapshot in z � � rounds of restricted w snapshot� We say that an invocation of z�adopt starts at
round r if this invocation uses objects IS�r�� � � � � IS�r�z�� Let R be a round such that� after R� the property
PR��z is satis�ed�

Lemma � The set of values returned by invocations that start at a round � R is of cardinality at most z�

Proof We claim �claim C that each process is able to identify a smallest snapshot while executing the for
loop at lines 
��	� Assuming the claim� each process adopts a value taken from a smallest snapshot returned
at round r� r��� � � � or r� z� �� Moreover� given a smallest snapshot� at most one value can adopted from
it� Consequently at most z distinct values are returned�

Let us denote smin� the smallest snapshot returned by invocations of restricted w snapshot� on object
IS �
�� To facilitate the exposition� smini is a �ctitious local variable of pi initially set to the value �� If
the predicate of line � is evaluated to true by pi for round 
� smini is set to smin�� The claim statement
considers an execution of z�adopt� that starts at round r�

Claim C " Let pi be a process that terminates the execution of the for loop �lines 
��	� �
 " r � 
 � r�z��
such that smini � smin��

Proof of the Claim C� We prove the claim by induction� Let RA� �k be the following property"

j
�

r�z�k���r�z

smin�j � k � �
� r � z � k � 
 � r � z " smini � smin��

� RA� ��� In that case� �j such that sminr�z�� � sminr�z � f� j� � �g� At the end of round r�z���
hj �r � z � �� contains the immediate snapshot obtained by pj at that round �line !� Moreover� due
to the inclusion property of immediate snapshots� this array is seen by pi at round m� �� from which
we conclude that pi identi�es sr�z��j � sminr�z�� as the the smallest snapshot returned at round
r � z � � �lines ����

� RA� �k� RA� �k � �� We consider two cases"

� �j � sminr�z��k��� " �
� r� z � k � 
 � r� z " j � smin�� Let j � sminr�z��k���� There exists
a round 
 such that j � smin�� At the end of round 
� �� hj contains the immediate snapshots
obtained by pj at rounds r � z � �k � �� r � z � k� � � � � 
 � �� In particular� hj �z � k� contains

s
r�z��k���
j � sminr�z��k���� Moreover� due to the containment property of immediate snapshots�
pi sees hj at round 
� and consequently �learns that pj belongs to the smallest snapshot of round
r � z � �k � �� Since this is true for all j � sminm� RA� �k � �  follows�

� �j � sminr�z��k��� " �
� r�z�k � 
 � r�z " j �� smin�� In that case� we have j
S
r�z�k���r�z smin��

fjgj � j
S
r�z�k���r�z smin� � fjgj� � � k � �� i�e�� j

S
r�z�k���r�z smin� � fjgj � k� Conse�

quently� we can apply RA� �k and RA� �k � � follows�

Finally� let us observe that the property PR��z can be restated as follows"

� PR��z   �L" jLj � z and �r" �r� � r " �s minr
�

	 L � �i " smr�

i �� �� where s minr
�

is the smallest
snapshot returned by the invocation IS �r ���restricted w snapshot��

As we assume that during the rounds 
 considered� PR��z is satis�ed it follows that j
S
r���r�z smin�j � z�

Applying RA� �z  allows to conclude the proof� End of the Proof of Claim C �Lemma �

The z�converge�� algorithm Processes invoke z�converge� with a value as input� It returns a pair
� c� v � where c is a boolean and v a value� Following ����� we say that a process picks a value v if its
invocation returns � c� v �� Moreover� if c � true� the process commits to the value v� Invocations of
z�converge� satisfy the following properties ��
� ��� ��� ���"
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function� z�converge�vi�
��� esti � vi� oki � false�
�
� si � IS�ri��restricted w snapshot�� i� esti ���
��� if jfestj �� j� estj �� sigj � k then oki � true end if �
�� ri � ri � ��
��� ti � IS�ri��restricted w snapshot�� i� esti� oki ���
��� case j �� j� estj� okj �� ti � okj then return�� esti� true ��
��� �j �� j� estj� okj �� ti � okj then return�� estj � false ��
��� j �� j� estj� okj �� ti � �okj then return�� esti� false ��
��� end case

Figure ��" z�converge algorithm �code for pi

� Termination� Any invocation by a correct process returns a pair � c� v ��

� Validity� If a process picks v� then some process invokes z�converge with value v�

� Convergent z�agreement� If some process commits to v then at most z distinct values are picked�

� z�Convergence� If all process invoke z�converge� with values from a set of size at most z� then each
process that returns commits to a value�

The algorithm described in �gure �� translates the original z�converge� algorithm into the iterated model�

B From IRIS �PR�z� to a failure detector of the class �z

This section considers the case where � � z � n� The algorithm described in Figure �! provides each process
pi with a local variable leadersi containing set of z process identities that eventually includes at least one
correct process� The transformation extends the ideas of the �wheel algorithms �introduced in ���� to the
context of IRIS�PR�z � It uses a sequence L that contains all the possible sets of size z generated from the
n processes composing the system� L is known by all the processes� Let nb L be the length of this sequence�
The elements of L are indexed between 	 and nb L� � and L�k� denotes its k�th element�

Local variables The processes scan in the same order the in�nite sequence of sets L�	��L���� � � � �L�nbL��
L�	�� � � � � In order to eventually converge towards the same set� each process pi manages the following local
variables"

� The in�nite sequence L�	��L���� � � � �L�nbL��L�	�� � � � can be seen as a ring around which processes are
turning� The successive positions of pi along the ring are represented by a non�decreasing sequence
of integers� When pi is at position 	� the set L�	 mod nbL� is considered by pi to be the common
leader set� Each process maintains a vector of integers� denoted posi�� " n�� that represents its current
estimate of the position of processes on the ring� posi�i� is the current position of pi�

� can movei is a boolean value set to true when the current position of pi is known by all other partici�
pating processes� The process pi is allowed to progress along the ring only when all the processes know
its current position�

� The local variable smini is intended to contain a smallest immediate snapshot� When pi is able to
identify such a smallest snapshot �by examining its view of immediate snapshots returned during the
last z rounds� the n�vector of integers pmini contain the maximum component�wise �denoted maxcw
of all the estimates posj that appear in smini �line �# �i is then set to the maximum value that appears
in pmini �line �	�

� view�r��i is a sliding �window array that contains the knowledge of pi concerning the immediate
snapshots returned during the last z previous rounds� For � � k � z� view�r��i�k� is a set of pairs
� j� sj � where sj is the immediate snapshot obtained by pj at round r � k� Each sj is in turn such
that s � f� j�� posj� ��� j�� posj� �� � � � g� During each round r� pi improves its �knowledge of the
values sj returned to the processes pj from IS �
� for each r � z � 
 � r � � �the values of viewi�
� are
computed at line !�
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Initially� ri � 	� can movei � true � posi�� � n�� �	� � � � � 	�� �i � 	�
view����i�� � z�� ��� � � � � ���
for m from z to � do for each j � f�� � � � � ng do

view����i�m�� viewi�m� �
�
� i� f� j� �	� � � � � 	� �� j � f�� � � � � ngg

�

end for end for

��� repeat forever

�
� ri � ri � �� si � IS �ri��restricted w snapshot�� i� posi� viewi ���
��� posi � maxcwfposj �� j� posj �� �� sig� smini � ��
�� for m from z to � do

��� viewi�m��
S
j��j���hj��si

hj�ri�m��

��� if �� � �� s ��  � j�� �� s � � j� s �� viewi�m��
��� then smini � s end if

��� end for�
��� if �smini 
� �� then pmini � maxcwfposj �� j� posj �� sminig �
��	� �i � max

�
pmini�j� � j � f�� � � � � ng

�
�

���� can movei � �pmini�i� � posi�i��
��
� end if �
���� leadersi � L��i mod nbL��
��� if can movei 	

�
L��i mod nb L� � fj �� j���� �� sig � �

�

���� then posi�i�� max��i� posi�i�� � �� can movei � false end if �
���� viewi � shift�viewi�� viewi����

�
� i� f� j� posj ��� j� posj �� �� sig �

�

���� end repeat

Figure �!" From IRIS �PR�z  to �z �code for pi

Such a window array supports a shift� operation that moves the window one step ahead� When
view�r����i � shift�view�r��i is executed� the information on round r � z is lost and view�r����i��� is
set to � �there is no information on round �r��� � in view�r��i� At the end of a round r� preparing
for the next round� pi shifts viewi and stores its r�th immediate snapshot in viewi��� �line ��� In
this way� at the beginning of round r � �� viewi contains all the knowledge that pi has aggregated on
immediate snapshots returned at round r� r � �� � � � r � �z � ��

Rounds ��z � �� � � � � 	 are �ctitious rounds such that each process observes the n processes in its
immediate snapshots� �the �ctitious objects IS ���z � ��� � � � � IS �	� return at each process the same
immediate snapshot in which all the processes appear� view����i is initialized accordingly�

Processes behavior The behavior of a process pi is described in Figure �!� At each round r� a process pi
writes in the corresponding one�shot immediate snapshot object IS�r� �line � the immediate snapshots that�
according to its current knowledge� have been returned in the z previous round �these immediate snapshots
are kept in viewi and its current estimate of processes positions posi� Then� pi updates its estimate posi
of the positions of the other processes� taking the component�wise maximum of the vectors it observes in si
�line ��

The for loop �lines ��� has two aims� First� pi improves its knowledge concerning the immediate
snapshots returned from the objects IS �ri � z�� IS �ri � �z � ��� � � � � IS �ri � �� �line !� Second� pi tries to
identify a smallest immediate snapshot smini for one of the objects IS �ri � z�� � � � � IS �ri � �� �lines ��
� A
pair �s�m that satis�es the predicate of line � is such that s is the smallest snapshot for the object IS �ri�m��
The proof shows that� due to the property PR�z � examining the last z rounds� pi is eventually always able
to determine a smallest snapshot�

If pi has determined a smallest snapshot smini� it computes the component�wise maximum pmini of the
estimates vectors posj that appear in it� Such a vector is �common knowledge " as the estimate pos are
component�wise maximum� any pos vector computed at round r or later is equal or greater to it� Then�
if posi�i� � pmini�i� � 	� pi discovers that the processes will know that it has reached position 	 in the
ring� pi is consequently allowed to move ahead �line ��� Finally� pi computes the greatest position �i that
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appears in pmini �line �	 and the new value of the local failure detector output is the corresponding set in
the sequence L �line ���

Then� if pi is allowed to move� it checks if there is a process �� that belongs to the set corresponding to
position �i in L� and �� appears in its immediate snapshot si �line ��� When this predicate is not satis�ed�
pi moves to position �i � � and updates posi�i� accordingly �line �!�

Correctness proof The proof uses the following notations"

� sminr" the smallest immediate snapshot returned at object IS �r��

� pminr � maxcwfpos "� �� pos�� �� sminrg�

� �r � max
�
pminr�i� " i � f�� � � � � ng

�
�

� xri denotes the value of pi�s local variable at the end of round r�

The next lemmas show that the sequence ��r is non decreasing �Lemma �� and converges towards a
value denoted �M �Lemma �� and Lemma ��� Then� as a direct corollary of Lemma ��� the sets leadersi
of the correct processes pi remain forever equal to the same set L � L��M mod nb L�� Finally� Theorem
�! establishes the correctness of the algorithm� Lemma �	 is a �technical lemma used several times in the
proof�

Lemma �� When pi executes line �
� max�posi�i�� �i � �i�

Proof let us assume that at round r��� pi sets the value of posi�i� to �i�� and let 	 be the previous value
of posi�i� �line �!� This means that the predicate of line �� is satis�ed� In particular� can move i � true� Let
r� � r be the greatest round at which can move i is modi�ed� �At round r�� pi executes can move i � true
and� �r� � 
 � r� can move�i � true� This implies that� at rounds r�� � � � � r� pi does not modify posi�i� at line

�!� In particular� posr
�

i �i� � 	 and the last round at which �i is modi�ed is r�� I�e�� at round r�� pi identi�es

a smallest snapshot smini such that pmini�i� � posr
�

i �i� � 	 �lines ����� Moreover� �i � maxfpmini�j�g �
pmini�i� � 	� Consequently� at round r� �i � 	� �Lemma ��

Lemma �� �r � 	 " �r�� � �r 
 �r�� � �r � ��

Proof We show the lemma by induction on round numbers r�

� Base case" we show that �� � �� � 	� During the �ctitious round 	� all posi vectors are equal
to �	� � � � � 	�� It then follows that �� � 	� At round �� each process pi writes pos�i � �	� � � � � 	��
Consequently the smallest immediate snapshots of round � contains only 	 vectors� from which we
obtain that �� � 	 � ���

� Induction case" Let us assume that the lemma is true up to round r� We establish that 	a
 �r�� � �r

and� 	b
 �r � � � �r��� which prove the case�

� Proof of property 	a
" Let pi be a process that appears in the smallest immediate snapshot of
round r��� At round r��� pi writes its estimate posri it has computed at round r� At round r� posi
is the component�wise maximum of the estimate vectors observed by pi in its immediate snapshot
si� Due to the containment property of immediate snapshot and line �!� we have posri � pminr�
Consequently� maxcwf� i� pos�� �" i � sminr��g � pminr from which we obtain that �r�� � �r�

� Proof of property 	b
" Assume for contradiction that 	 � �r�� � �r � �� During round r � �� a
process pi writes the value pos

r
i of its array posi computed during round r� Due to the de�nition of

�r��� there must exist a pair �j� k such that posrj �k� � 	 and pj appears in the smallest snapshot
for object IS �r���� This can only happens if at some round r� � r� pk executes posk�k�� 	 �line
�!� where 	 � � � �r

��

k �Lemma �	# �r
��

k is computed at some round r�� � r� at line �	� Finally�

let us observe that �r��� � r�� such that �r
��

k � �r
���

�line �	�

Thus� we have �r�� � 	 � �r
���

� � � �r � �� from which we conclude that ��r
���

� �r � �r��� � r"
a contradiction with the assumption that the lemma is satis�ed up to round r�

�Lemma ��
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Lemma �	 �R�� �M " �r � R� " �
r � �M �

Proof Let us assume for contradiction that the lemma is not true� The property PR�z states that there
exists a round r� and a set L � L�x� �x being the position of L in the sequence L� such that� �r � r���s
immediate snapshot returned at round r" L � f� j���� �� sg �� �� It follows from the initial assumption
and lemma �� that the set S � fr " �r mod nb L � xg is in�nite� Let us consider a round r� � r� such that
�� �r� � 	� �� �r��� � 	 � � and� �� 	 mod nb L � x� As� at each round the value of � is unchanged or
is increased by one unit �Lemma ��� it follows from the fact that the set S is in�nite that such a round r�
exists�

We show that� after round r�� the value � never change" a contradiction� We proceed by induction� Let
RA� �r be the following property" RA� �r " �

r � 	�
� RA� �r�� By de�nition of round r�� �

r� � 	�

� RA� �r� � �� We claim that �r � �� i� j� y " ��r � y � posi�j�
r�� � y � � �Claim C�� Let pi be a

process that appears in the smallest immediate snapshot of round r���� By de�nition� �r��� � 	� ��
It then follows from claim C� that� at the end of round r� �j " posr�i �j� � 	� At round r� � �� pi
writes the value of its estimate posi it has computed in the previous round� As �r��� is the maximal
entry among all estimate posi that appears in sminr���� we have �r��� � 	� As the sequence ��r is
non�decreasing �Lemma ��� �r��� � 	�

� Let r � r� � ��
�
�r�� r� � r� � r " RA� �r

�
�
� RA� �r

� � �� We follow the same line of reasoning� Let
pi be a process that appears in the smallest immediate snapshot sminr�� at round r � �� We show
that the value of pi�s estimate posri written at round r�� is such that �j " posri �j� � 	� It then follows
that �r�� � 	� As the sequence ��� is non�decreasing� it follows that �r�� � 	�

Let us assume for contradiction that there exists an entry j such that posri �j� � k � 	� Let us observe
that this can happens only if there is a round r� � r during which pj executes posj �j� � k �line �!�
Moreover� as �
 � r�� � " �� � 	� � �case assumption� we obtain by applying claim C� that r� � r��
As r� � r� � r� RA� �r

� holds� i�e�� �r
��� � 	� from which we obtain k � 	� � �applying again C� at

round number r� � ��

To summarize� at round r�� r� � r� � r� pj executes posj �j� � �j � � � 	 � � �Lemma �	� From the
protocol text� this implies that the predicate of line �� is satis�ed� In particular� at round r� no process
that appears in the immediate snapshot of pj is in L�	 mod nb L� � L�x�� This is not possible since�
after round r� � r�� the property PR��z holds for the set L�x��

Claim C� " �r � �� i� j� y " ��r � y� posr��i �j� � y � ��
Proof of the Claim C� " Let 	 be the value of posr��i �j�� Then� there is a round r� � r at which pj executes

posj �j�� �j �� � 	 at line �! �Lemma �	� Let us observe that there is a round r�� � r� such that �j � �r
��

�line �	� Moreover� as r�� � r� it follows from Lemma �� that �r
��

� �r� We obtain posr��i �j� � �r
��

�� � �r���
end of the proof of the Claim C�� �Lemma ��

Lemma �
 �R such that� for any correct process pi� �r � R " �ri � �M ��M is introduced in Lemma ����

Proof The proof of the lemma is based on the following claim �Claim C�" j
S
r�z���r smin�j � z �

sminri �� �� The claim states that if all the processes that appear in the smallest snapshots at rounds
r � z� r � z � �� � � � � r belong to a set L of size at most z� each process is able to determine one of these
smallest snapshots at round r�

Let us observe that the property PR��z can be restated as follows" �L" jLj � z and �
" �r � 
 "
�sminr 	 L� Consequently� there is a round R� such that at each round r � R�� �pi " �ri � �r

�

where
r � z � r� � r � � �Claim C� and lines ���	� Moreover� due to Lemma ��� there is a round R� such that
�r � R� " �

r � �M � We choose R � max�R�� R� � z to complete the proof�

Claim C� " Let pi be a process that executes round r � z � �� j
S
r�z���r smin�j � z � sminri �� �� Proof

of the Claim C� We prove the claim by induction� Let RA� �k be the following property"

�� �

r�k���r

smin�
�� � k � �
� r � k � 
 � r " smini � smin��
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� RA� ��� In that case� �j such that sminr�� � sminr � f� j� � �g� At the end of round r� �� viewj

contains the immediate snapshot obtained by pj at that round �at position �� line ��� Moreover� due
to the inclusion property of immediate snapshots� this array is seen by pi at round r� from which we
conclude that pi identi�es s

r��
j � sminr�� as the the smallest snapshot returned at round r� � �lines

!�
�

� RA� �k� RA� �k � �� We consider two cases"

� �j � sminr��k��� " �
� r � k � 
 � r " j � smin�� Let j � sminr��k���� There exists a round 

such that j � smin�� At the end of round 
��� viewj contains the immediate snapshots obtained
by pj at rounds r � �k � �� r � z � k� � � � � 
 � �� In particular� view����j �
 � �r � k� contains

s
r��k���
j � sminr��k���� Moreover� due to the containment property of immediate snapshots�
pi sees viewj at round 
� and consequently �learns that pj belongs to the smallest snapshot of
round r � �k � �� Since this is true for all j � sminr��k���� RA� �k � � follows�

� �j � sminr��k��� " �
� r�k � 
 � r " j �� smin�� In that case� we have j
S
r�k���r smin��fjgj �

j
S
r�k���r smin�j� � � k � �� i�e�� j

S
r�z�k���r smin� � fjgj � k� Consequently� we can apply

RA� �k and RA� �k � � follows�

End of the Proof of Claim C�� �Lemma ��

Theorem �� The algorithm described in Figure �
 constructs a failure detector of the class �z in IRIS �PR�z �

Proof For any correct process pi� it follows from Lemma �� �and line �� that there is a set L� namely�
L � L��M mod nb L�� such that eventually leadersi � L remains true forever� It remains to show that L
contains a correct process� Let us assume for contradiction that there is no correct process in L� Observe
that there is a round r� after which no immediate snapshot that contains a process � L is returned� Let us
consider a process pi that appears in�nitely often in smallest immediate snapshots� For such a process� there
are in�nitely many rounds such that can move i � true� Consequently� there is a round r � r� such that
�� �i � �M and �� can move i � true� As r � r�� the predicate of line �� is evaluated to false� after which
we have posri �i� � �M � �� Since pi appears in�nitely often in smallest immediate snapshots� eventually it
updates �i with a value � posri �i� � �M " a contradiction with Lemma ��� �Theorem �	
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